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OHA.Prnt I

INTRODUOTIOI
The attaapt. by payoholoaUte to ud.eratand tiM unique

approach to nality ot tbe 1nd1v.l.dual. wb:Ue at the same t.iM exploring aiailaritiea a110ng 1nd1Yldual.e baa :resulted in se'VVal

exteuiw nsearch P1'011"88 deaiped to explore relatioDShipa

bet.ween perceptual aDd o.o;pd.tift flmctioD1ns and penoD&l.ity.
One of the 1108\ .,.n.atically investigated areas 1e the

one explored bJ· W1:tJd.n, Faterson, Gooctenouah end Karp (1962) whose
theo17 of pii)'Ohologioal differentiation bJpotheaizea a JtOre differ-

entiated or leu differentiated level in many areal of psJVhologioal
aoti:ri.ty, Jllld.Dg tor aelt oonaiatency in e110tional, aooial, peroep..&1, and intellectual aoU:n t7.

'lb.tt construct of paJOhological

ditferentlatioa serves to conceptualize tb.e particular coaun&lity
obsen-able in a persoa• s functionina in different psychological
areas.

Baaing his theory oricinall7 upon exteneive reM&I'Oh 1a

perceptual tunctioDing, Wl.tkin discoftred through evidence frca
studies on 1ntellaotual activity, the nature ot tb.e body o011oept;,
the self', and persoraality controls and detensea that perceptual
field dependa.ce-independenoe wu related 1n a aeaninatul and
cohereat 111U1.'n8r to bread and highly diverse aspects of peraoraal

1

toction1Dg.

!he term tield-dependence-indepeDd.enoe, uaed to de·

IIU'l'be the diJftenston in i \a perceptual aspects, was replacfed by tbe
'Mftl global-analytical dillension as descriptiV1t

ot this broader

DIOde

ot personal tunctioning.
The two poles

ot the global-analytical dimension are de-

scribed 'b7 Witkln as tollcMn

"At one extreme there ta a conaiatent

tendency for ezperl.ence to be global and dif'tuae; the organisation

ot

the tield aa a vbole dictate a the manner in which 1 ts parts are experienced. At the other extreae there 1a a tendency tor experience
to be delineated and structul"edJ parts

ot a tield are experienced

aa diacnte and the field as a whole organiucl• (W11ild.n, 196S).
It ia not the purpose ot this study to dtscuaa nor 'to
explore the theory of differentiation proposed b7 W1 tkin.

Nor do I

belie'nt it neceaaarr to accept or to reject the tbeo17 1n order to
tzm.sttgate the cognit1ve style dimension upon whose identittcatton
the theorr is part1all;y based. The present reiMutrch, proposed to
explore the cogrd.t1 w aspect ot the global-analJtioal dilnenston and
ita relationship to other aspects ot personal functioning w1th the
view to gain1ng greater insight into tbe global-ual.Jtioal dim.euton

itself as a fUndamental cbaraotertstic ot personal fwlctioning.

The

tbeo17 ot dtt:.t'erenttation is not under direct investigation although
it ia eYldent that greater understandiDg of the global-anal;ytical.

diuDBion in the eopltive area vUl affect theorisd.Dg rep.rdS.n&

3
the uaniDg and relatiouhip of this diMDaion to personali t7
fUnctioning in general.

/

The present inwnigation attem.pts to investigate the

global-analytical dU.naion u an aspect of peraonality bJ stud.yl.ng
it in relationahip to another woh dimension, dopatiltll1 which baa
also been quite thoroughly inwstigated.

The high-low dogmatic

dimension baa been cbosen tor study not only because it is a well
documented aspect of personal tunctionina but primarily becauae a
comparison of the theore\ioal to1'1nllatiou of these two dimenaiems
of personal functioning lead us to believe that they bear aoae
relationahip to one another even though studies attempting to
correlate the dimenaion.a haw not been nocess!ul.

It is believed

\hat an empirical study of iDdiYidual.a possessing both character•
istics will provide evidence not only on the relatiouhip ot these
dimenaione to each other within different subgroups but alei> on 'the
relatively pervasive intluenoe ot each dimeneion on pera<>nal functioning.
Although the personality dimensions of global-analytical
and high-low dopatiam constitute the main focus

ot investigation

in this study1 relatect to both are the questions of sex differences
and amd.ety.

Although bigh-low dogmatia.m does not seem to differentiate
the sexes, the consistent findings of au differences iA the global-

4
analytical dimension necessitate an exploration of differences.
Also 6 since Witkin baa focused primarUy upon male aubjeJ:ts, an
investigation of the validity of the global-analytical conetruct for
females is greatly needed aa Maocoby has indicated 1n her recent
8UJIIUl'1 of research in The Develoeent of Sex Differences (1966).
A. related arguaent alae accounts for the inclusion of an

investigation of the level of anxiety 1n the subjects under study.
Because of its demouvat.ed relationship to high dopati• and
gl.obalness and ita •bipous relationship to other psychological
phenc:aena 1n studies of sex ditferences, amd.et76 although peripheral to this study, is a tarior ot aoae aigrd.ticance.
Heaaures ot

~~asculini t7-fad nW

tr

and anxiet;r, tb.eref(lft 1

will be analyud tor possible interaction with the two major peraonality dimensions under diacussion.
The attapt to relate the areas reaearched by Wi tld.n and

Rokeach requires uoertaining as clearly u posaible the aspect ot
psychological hnctioning being defined or deacribed by the terma
global-analytical and high-low dogmatism.
All mentioned above, the tem global-analytical is uaed
both to describe a cognitive style and also to express a 110re or
leas developed pqchological complexity within the individual.

'the

global-anal.ytical cognitive style, according to W1tkin, ia the
cognitive component of the dimension of peychological diff'erentiat1on.

a broader and per"tUiw cUMDaion of personal tuctionirll.
/

B7 aplo;r!.Da the ten copitive style Witldn :lntend• to
COilWJ

that '\he iendency to f'lmction in a conaistent JIIIIDiler pei'T&de•

both peneptual. and. intellectual activitr.

His orilin&l 1Jmt•t1ca-

t101111 in tbe t1eld ot pereeption in which be discowred. tbat ind1't'id•
uals ditfer in tba

war

they orient

~l'ftl

in apace, led to hi•

1nwst1gation of preferred modes of perceiving which he cla&l81t1ed
tiel.d-depeDdance•indepenc1ea.Ge.

In a field dependent approach,

perception is dOJdnated by the overall organi.Rtion of 1ihe t1eld
aad tbe pa:rts of the field are experienced as •heed."

In the tield

iDdependent approaoh parta of the. field are experl.enoed u diacrete
from organised

bacJcarouncl.

The iutruments used to asHes the

1nd.ividual• s preferred orientation were pr1Mr1ly the rod-am-traM

t.eat (Rn') 1 the boci.J'-adjus1:aent teet (BA.T), and. the 8JIIbedded•tipres
teat (EFT).

Tbe 1ft enluatee the irl.di:ri.dual•e perception of the

poeition in relati011 to the upright of an item with:l.n a l.im1ted
vinal field.

'the BAT is a part of the tilti.Dg-ros-til:td.ng-chair

teat vbich eftluatee the 1D.d1vidual's peroeption of the poeitiOil of
b1e body &Dd

!he

m

ot the surrounding field in relation

to the upright.

is a test. :req\tir1Dg the 1nd1vidual to separate an item trca

the field ill which it is incorporated, but inWJlvee neither orientation toward an upright nor peroeption of body position.

In intellectual tuutiontng, Wit1d.n :Lclentitied the oouater-

6
parts to the field-dependence-independence approach ot perceptual
acti'91ty through factor analytic studies of standard int,tlligence
tests (WISC and WAIS), investigations of OuUford's adaptive-tlexi•·
billt7 factor 1 and u:tenei"N study

ot instgb.t

and set pro'bl•s•

Accordir&g to these studies a tendency toward a global or analytical
way ot experiencing characterized the subject's proble-aol'ri.ng
acti'Ylties as it bad characterized his perceptual act1'91ty.

The

person described as analytical manifested the ability to overcCtlll8
embedding contexts and to experience iteru as discrete from the
tield. '!'he global person

1f&8

more greatly influenced by the domi•

nant organisation ot the tield and manifested an inability to solw
probl•• vbi.ch required that contexts -be overcome. Whether the field
is immediately present in preception or represented only SJllbolicall71
these two styles represent contrasting ways of approaching the tield.
In both perceptual and intelleetual tunctionima, however1
Witkin maintains that the clobal-analytical dimension is continuous.
An individual • s approach is determined relative

group on the dimension.

to the llean of bia

Therefore, the two approaches do not

constitute distinct "type••"
It is difficult to ascertain the precise meaning Witkin
attaches to "approach." His calltion not to eoneider them pereonality
"types" is difficult to adhere to in view of his additional e'Vidence
trOll researoh on the sense of separate identity, bod7 concept, nature

1

ot contl"ol

and detenHs, adjustment and patholou.

What conetl-

tutes a personality "t:ype" as distinct tr0111 a fundamental •approach"
to reality may be only an exercise in semantics dependent upon

whether the theorist's main focus is the study of personality itself
or the psychological activities of perception and cognition.

However,

it seems that Witkin's use of "approach" rather than "type" conveys

the element of activity which characterizes his belief reca.rdin.g
psychological phen011ena. For Wi tldn the person is activel)" involved
in his perceptual and cognitive experience and bas developed
characteristic va,.S of respondi.ng to reality.

DeveloJ.olllental studies

of the global-analytical dimension have enabled Witkin to formulate
hypotheses regarding earl.J eJJtOtional, intellectual and social ex•
periences which

are related to the dominant global-analytical

"approach" of the individual.

Empirical support- for the perYaaive

character of the global-analytical diunsion has

COM

tr011 various

r

other areas as well.

Research bas indicated that a more global or

aore analytical quality is a stable characteristic of an individual's
psychological functioning over time.
If a global-analytical approach is a stable characteristic
of the individual's psychological functioning then it would seem
that it might be fruitful to investigate ita relationship to other
aspects of psychological activity within the individual which also
have received empirical support for their atabili ty of functioning.
For this .reuon another fundamental "approach" or "type"

8
was selected tor study, the high-low dogmatic dimension formulated
by Rokeach.

Only in a very limited way have Witkin and ;lokeach

discussed their own research in relation to each other.

Although

indicating that his work has "made contact with" the field-dependenceindependence dimension or Witkin and hia associatea, Rokeach (1960)
distinguishes between the analytic abUity being assessed by Witkin
and the building up or synthesizing abUity measured in studies of
high-low dogmatism.

The high-low dogmatic dimension described by Rokeach (1960}
is baaed on the belief-disbelief system of the individual.

Acco:rdinc

to Rokeac h an 1nd1vidual' a belief system has a pervaai ve influence
in all

areB~t

Rokeach

of his perceptual., cognitive and aesthetic activitJ.

at~saea

that it is the structure rather than the content
/

of belief systems which is indicative of personalltt functioning.
For

eXU~ple,

the degree of iaolation and differentiation among indi·

vidual beliefs helps to determine the organization of the belief
system.

But the euence of this dimension is found in the "capacitJ

to distinguish infor-mation tram source of information and to evaluate
each on its own merits" (p. 396).

For Rokeacb this variable is the

cornerstone of any attempt to understand whatever relationships exist
among personality, ideology, and cognitive functioning.
An 1nd1vidual' a belief-disbelief system is characterized

primarilJ by openness or closednesa, that ia, by the extent. to which

9

the person can "receive, evaluate, and act on relevant information
received !'rom the outside on its own intrinsic merits, umancumbered
by irrelevant factors in the situation arising from within the person
or from the outside" (p.

57). This description of the individual

seems to imply a person actively structuring his awn environment.
In his phenomenological anal.JSis of the dogmatiam theory1
however, Robb (1966) revealed Rokeach'a concept of person as passift

and subject to the influences of affectivity rather than as actively
structuring his own environment.

Since Robb agrees with the phe-

nomena of openness and closedness as described by Rokeach, but
considers the ind1vidual's active structuring to be the essential
component in cognitive act.iv11J7 1 his reformulation of the dogmatism
theory ascribes characteristics of openness and closedness to
individuals rather than to beliefs or belief systems and specifies
that the determinant of openness or cloaedneas in the individual is
his judgment about reall ty rather than the content of his absolute
beliefs. To the degree that the value orientations of an individual
aid or prevent him from structuring reality according to the demands
of reality itself can that individual be described aa open or closed.
The expectation is that the closed-minded individual would tend to
· impose structure upon reality whereas the open-minded individual
would tend to be receptive to reality as it presents itself.
The question in this study concerns the relatiOWJhip

10
between these two aspects of peraonali t7 functioning.

Since the

global.-anal)'tical and the high-low dogmatic dimensione have not
been found to be signiticantl7 correlated vi th each other, individuala may be global and high or low dogmatic or they may be anal,.tical
and high or low dogmatic.

The question arises, then, for example,

regarding an experience or reality which is clearlJ articulated, that
is, percei'ftd according to the elements or aspects comprising it,
which Witkin describes as analytical or articulated, in the person
who imposes a stru.cture on reality, the high dogmatic person in
Rokeach 's formulation.

How is such a person's experience different

trom the low dogmatic individual who receives the reality as given,
that is, ae able to be distinguished in the elements which comprise
it.

The experience of the global person evokes a silrd.lar question.

The global individual who experiences reality in a diffuse, has:y,
and Ul-detined manner but also tends to impoae some structure upon

it in the 11'18lm8r or the high dogmatic person may be expected to
approach that reality diff'erentl7 from the low dogmatic person who
accepts the structure u given.
It is difficult to understand the lack of correlation
between these two dimensions.

The explanation offered by Rokeach

that Witkin' a global-analytical dimension reflects analytical
ability in the individual whereas the open-closed dimension reflects
both analysis and 8Jllthesis, rather than settling the issue, seems

u
ODl.r to

inv1t.e further 1D.veetiaation in view

anal.Jiis is central to both diaensiou.
study these two dimenaiona

vi~

ot tba admission that

It should be po,.ibl.e to

the aae subjects and tberebr

explore the relationships vbicb, trca the theoretical diiCUsaion
above and •pirical work to be diacuaaed in the next chapter, .._

to exiat betwen thea. Thia study, therefore, is cleaipecl to
OOJIPU'8 1ncl1viclu.ala who are aiad.lar on one dt.naion Ullder inwaU-

ption uri who differ oa the other diaenaioa.

It 1a expected that

analyt;1cal illdi:vidula will pertora better than alobal ind.i:rlduala
on the task aeleoted ad that opmnesa vUl oontl"ibate to pert01."MMl0e

vbereu closectne• vil1 conatit.ute a dittioulty tor the individual
in td.s aasee..at ot the 110at efficient aanner ot proceed1ng.
Since the prooeu of p8JCholog1cal tunotioninl 1a UDder
inftatiaation, it wu DeOe88&rJ' to •lect probl•·aol"f'iDI taka

tor st\1f!J' vhicll would allow u aaaesaeat ot the process in addition
to an .......nt ot the product. The work ot Rillold1 and hie
aaaociat.ee in analpina the problea-eol'ri.D& processes ot 1nd1viduale
lends it..lt to this tJPt of iJmtstigation. 1'be7 de'ri.eed probleu
with a set structure vbich -.de it possible to score ind1:rlduala

acoordi.Da to their undernancHua ot the structure, the realit7 as
it ie. Scorina •thode were devieed which tacUitatecl "the &Dal.J'eie
ot the d,_to upec'• ot thiD)dDI which are ipored when the tiDal
anear 1a oouidered alone" (Rbaolcli,

!! !!•• 1964).

loth tacton

12
ot anal.7811 and
probJ.aa

~~JDtheaia

an iaYolwd 1n tbe eolutioa of tbe

devine~ DJ JtiMldi

&rJd CD be Ulelee4 b7 the

~OI'iDI

proceclurea employed.
At~

leftl ot penoaal hnct10Jd.n& beiq 1nveetigated.

it 11 uaUMCI that the tuademell\&1. proceaeea of intelleotioa are
the aae

tor all peraou irreepeotift of aa:. The uae illdi:ndual.l

make of theee proeeaeea. however. ditfera ancl 1n "t;be pnHDt

•tudJ

theae differences are at'Wibated to ditterenoea ill approaobea t.o
real.1t7.

DUterenoea w1l1 be related to "t;he more articulated

approach to reaJJ:t:r deecrlbed b:r W1tk1rl and. to the reoeptlvtmeaa

ot reality or atno'tve ot tbe lov-c:lo-tio iDdi1"1.dv.al. lo
dittereucea between the eaxe•• therefore, are upeeted.
SpeciticallJ the tollov1.na hJPOtheaea are under ilmll.U·
aation.
1. When the pulliq nt •\hod is eapl.oJecl. which 11 lelllitift

to atructu.re, "'- pertorunce ot the proupa vUl be u tollwe,
bicbeet to lowet 10oreaa anal.Jtical·lov dopatio J ual.)'tical•
hip c:J.opatic J global-low dopatio J global-hip dopatic.
2. !hie . . . order 1a expected. 'to bold when the aethod ot un-

cen&intJ' reductioa ia aployed.
). 1'here w1ll be no difference bet.ween the pooupa
proble.. correct.

OD

nuaber ot

lnlt. v1U not differentiate tbe eeae.

/

/

CBAPf!R.

II

UVDW OF '1111 Ll'.l12ATUltl

!be ...,or area of interen, the global-anal,.Ucal peraoD&Ut7 dilleuiOD1 hu been nw11ed moat tborou&blJ by W1tld.n

aad b:1l uaooiatea aa4 Garchler aDd bil coUeapea.

recent n.t&1'7 of ld.a
(1962) 1

1pau

a doaea

NHil"Ch,
J11&rl

aad

W'1:t1d.a' •

P!Z!b.olop.oal Di.fterentiatioa

eurvep aeYeral areaa of paycb.olo-

gi.eal tUDCt1oa1Dg in appon of tJd.a cliMuioa aa a tlmclaental

upeot of peraoaalit,. Altboqh Wltkin baa dr..,m ertdence t:roa

nob broad. areaa u

HUe

of aeparate 14entit71 bodJ' conoept1

ad3aataent ad patholo111 and u.tlU'e of cODtrola ud deteuea,

n•arch filldi.Daa vUl be cl1Huaeed call' 1ll t.M areu of peroeptual
aDd intellectual tu:ractiord.Dg, the two areas relevant to the preaent

•tudr·
Perceptual hnctio!!!J
Percept.ual aetlvltJ' wu the t1rat tnftat.ipted bJ
and the findings beoae the bu1a

W1~

tor ld.a tlaea1a of perceptul

ditterentlatioa vbich be called t1eld-depe:ndenoe-1Ddepenclenoe.
The• reeulta wre drawn trca hie

01111

nperiaenta 111th t.be

iaatl"UIIentl alread7 Mnt.ioaed, Rod ud 1'rule feat, lod7 Adjua'tllleat.

Teat and Ellbedded Figures Teat, aa well u from axperiaenta and
studies with testa assesaing the effects of diatractiDg/eontexts,
flexibill ty of eloeure 1 perceptual coutanciea aad perception ot
reversible figures (Haronian and Sugeran1 1966J Pressey, l967J
Witkin, 19621 1965).

Strongest evidence that field-depeDdence-independenoe
defines the

abill~y

to separate an itea troa ita context &lid ia

not reflective of a general ability to resist diatraotion comes

from the work of Jtarp (1963). Aao:ng tb.e 18 \eats ad11iniatered to
his l$0 male college subjects, Karp included the tbree wbieh require
separating itesu from a

eabedding context, EFT, BA.T, RFT, and four

teste designed to require separation of items from distracting

contexts. He also inclucled subteata troa the WAIS batte171 the
results ot which will be discussed below in the section oa cog-

nitive differentiation.
Karp' a taotor anal)'aes of the 18 teste revealed a factor

which receiTed aipi.f'ioant loadings trOll the EFT, RFT, BAT, WAIS
Object Assembly, Block Design, Match Probl.elu, Form-Recognitioa
and Insight Probl.ella and was thus considered bJ larp to deti.M

ana.1.J1;io uUity.
&OJli 11euurea

Tb1a factor implied a high degree of overlap

ot adaptive tlex:ibilitJ. The factor defining tba

distraction teats, however, did not receive significant loadings
on the embedd.edness testa. It vu Karp's conoluaion that b1a
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re.Uta fawred Witkin's poaition that meaaves of tiel4 depeatenae ilrt'olw ability to

O'VVOOM

the effects ot abecldi.Da

6ontezta

aDd that other Jd.D48 of copitiw tub i.Jmdvilll this ability

load the see factor.

Although eome correlation eziata between tbe

a'bility to oftre-. •'be44ecbless and the a'bilitrw naiat 41stn.e•

tion, the naul.ta i.Ddioate that \beae abilities an tactol'iall7
cH.tfeNDt &D4 that owroCI!d..Da

~ss

. . . . to be related

w

anal7tic ability.
tarpts f'inding tbat f'teld-depenrlence·indepeadeDCe is
al.ao related to flex:lb1l1 t7 of eloaure hu been npported

a number

ot U.s. F.l.exibility of closure vas first 4eaoribe4 by Tharstone
(191m) aa "the a'b111ty to shake oft one aet 1n order to take a

one•

and

De¥

bear• a clietiDct 811d.larity to Vitld.D's field dependence

concept of which the latter is very aware.

High correlationa

between 'J.'lmrstone•a Got*hal.dt Teat and Witkin's labedded. Figures

Teat baw been wll eatabliahed (Ooodllan, 1960 quoted in Witkin,

1962; Podell

and Phillips,

19S9).

One ot the moat comprehensive studies of field articulation
and its relaticmabip

to other cognitive a'bilities was undertaken

by Gardner and his colleagues (19$9, 1960) who investigated relation-

ships betwen •cognitive control prlnciples" and. intellectual
abilities.

Cognitive control p:rinciples, def1ned as "eco

structures• which are essential attribotes ot personality organisation, are alleged to control certain aspects of adaptiTe behavior.
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Of the n.ve aajor control prboiplea, the

ODe

vhlch ia "ltmmt

_, thie at,QclJ 18 the prtnoiple of field articulatioa.

/

OardDer• a field dependent aubjeota tellded to orpld.se
t1el4a oolltfd!d ng atinllua 1Mcmsruit1ea alone tbe etmplen

poaaible liDea and, therefore, did not ae• to cope ettectivel.T
w:ltll taaka ill vhlch they had to reapcmcl aeleotivel.J to releftllt

ouea 1n fields eonta:l.r.dng cont.radiotor;r and illt.ertertug ouea.
The field iDd.epeDdem aubjecta, llowver 1

..,...

capable of ditferential

attenttoa to :rele'VaM ... ir:rele'ftllt ouea naardl.••• of which aa
i t . llld. vhich vaa t1e14 (ae4ner 1 196o).

theae fincliDp were

drl.va t r . the aubjecu• pert__.. 1a the foUowiDg tenaa
Coaoealed rtprea, Spatial Orientation, Letter Grov.ptac.

Alt,houall

tiel:l artieulatioa wu aipiticanU, oor:relatecl (r • .)2) to

vooabula:ry
reuold.rJc

teau,

DOl'

-

it wu aot correlated 1d.til teata of lttll8nl

ideatioraal tluenq ad thua did not aea to rep-

neat a faetor of paeral ideUipnae.
StlppoJ"UDDIa:rp'a fintHD& on tlaibUit7 of cloaun,
GaJtdaer d.ia601'ved that the two testa repreaen~ tlaibU1t7 of

olonre, Conaealect

l"i~Urea and

Deatpa, and the two repreaatiDI

tl.eld artiouldtoa, In' AID Rrr, bad tlleir -.1or load'S DC• on the

.... faetor.
A Ul4kt1oa of the Clarctner Naearoh vith Napect to ita
paeralisald.li_. to the WJ.tlda tlDd:lnp and ita uaetulaeaa 1D
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uaderst.andi.Da tbe nature ot the psychological activtty bein&

•••red by Witld.n vas Gardner'• uae of female aubjec'ta ,onlJ~
SinCe 'there are wU established differences between 'the aexea
and

since Witkin used aale subjects primarily, it is important tor

ilmtatiaators to •ploy both male and faale subjects. Gardner
hu COIUiteDted on this question and considers it a relevant issue

ill tbe evaluatioa of bia results.
Aleo rele'f'allt to the present :reaearch is the relation-

ship of ClardDer•a tindtnas to the atud.y of attention by Pia&et.
Gardner is one of 'the fn illftatiaatora in this field

who

attempts

to peJWtrate the pqcholo&ical experience of articulatioa with
provocatiYe questions reprdS.Dg the indi'ri.dual. 'a use of attention
strategies. Piaget' s general cODeeption of attention can be
applied to the direotion of attention to cuea in t.he face of
mslead.inc 'ri.aual cues which is central to the field articulatioD
experiaentatiOD of Gardner a:nd Witld.n. Althoqh Witkin••
fact.or-analJtio etudies int.o the role attention playa in

CND

oTerc<~~iDC

eabeddednesa haTe proved inconcluaive, hia theoretical poaition
1a that 1ft perf01"118DCe does require aome kind of attention-

oonoen\ration abUity. The Ooodenoqh and Karp (1961) faot.orual.ytie atuq, howewr, alao failed to t1lld EFT loadinls on tbe

attention tacwr •
.l further consideration of the relationship between
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Witld.n' s work and Piaget • s research concerns the importance or
colftitive style u an explanation

ot the taUure to

fine( the

expected high correlatiou among Piagetian taaka belonging to the
aame developnental level bJ' Lovell and Ocilvie (1961) when all
tulta are given to the same ohlldren.

Paacual-Leone (196S) studied tb1a question with chUdren
and adults selected tor t1eld-dependence-1ndependence.

Signiticant

correlationa were found be'bween wt tld.n meaaurea and pertol"JJ8DCe
on Piagetian tallka with field dependent atructure but not between
W1 tkin measures and tuka low 1n field dependent structure thua
lendi.Qa a-.e eupport to the hypothesis that cognitive atyle 1'1&7

also be a factor in the differential, pertorma:nce in Piagetian

tuka.
ExtendiDC the tinding ot self eona18tency in perceptual

tunctioninc are the results ot studies by White (19Sl) and
Axelrod aDd Cohen (1961). Wht.te•a atuq involved u audito17
•bedded tiprea teat vberein the aub3eet tirat liatena to a

aeries ot notes and then to a melody which may or llaJ not contain
these notea. Sub3ecta who experienced ditticul_. determin1DC
whether the aeries of notes wa preaent in the Mlodf were those
who aeored low in the visual •bedded tigurea teat.

EmploJial

another atmae mod.alit;,, Axelrod and Cohen -.de a siMilar diaeove17•
Subjects who could t.raoe a aiaple t1gu.re within a coaplu •bedd.irll
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fipre alter tbeJ had felt tbe ccm.tova of the aiaple figure

while blJ.Rdfolcled also acored bigh on the vtnal eabeddtKl tiprea

-

teat (r • .78).
The atudiea referred to above have contributed iD. a

ujor way to enabliald.aa the ttmd. .utal obaracter of the peroeptul phellCBleDOn Wider diaoueaton. other atudtea whioll haw
tocruetl on the dttterenoea between

arnpa,

ap and au: poupe

pr1Mr11J11 v11l be reviewed 1a the toUowiJI& eectioa Ia oonDeOtion

with tbe re•aroh on intellectual functiOJdna.
Before taking up that iopio, hoveftr, fiOile Matton shO'tlld

be ada of the problea evt.dent 111 the wrk ot the f0l'ell08t

tnvaatigat.or ill the field. .b Wallach (1962) baa pointed out, the
contrast ot •aotiw, analytical, articulated, apecitio, orttioal,
copttive tunot10Jd.Da w:lth cop:l.tiw tuDctioDi.Dc tbat ia passive,
global, Tape, dittuae, 1U1Cr1\1oal;' 1a traqht with attract1Te

poaa1b111t1ea tor

~01"7·

ccmatruction 111 atyliatio oonaiateraoJ'•

Bit the •pirical tindiqs baTe raot proved ent1rel7 oouiatat

across iD.Yeatiptora. Altboqh some ilaoonainenciea

_,be due

to the probla already retU"J'ed to, an: ditterencea in the

eub~ecta

studied and whatever dittereneea tb.eee _, be ualc1ng, other

serine queationa DMd to be ecmaideftd.

In~

the work of

lagan &Dei Mou to tbat of Witkin., Wallach (1962) notes the

dittere.nces 1n abadea of lltt&l1iDg of the tam • aaalytical" vhioh
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would enable each group to accept relationships or lack of
relationships with other testa, such as the Wechsler.

The nature

of the analytical cognitive experience is not specified adequately
enough for comparison of findings among different investigators.
Although the ambiguity of the analytical construct is not generally
aelmowledged, the inadequacy of the description of the global di·
mansion is more read.Uy ·admitted. The global experience is
assessed and described pr:tmarily tbl"ough contrast with the analytical approach.
In spite of these difficulties in definition and in the
consequent interpretation of findings, a trend toward generalisation
of constructs characterizes current investigations rather than a
demand for greater specificity and •lti-dimensional approaches.
An exception

to this trend is found in Sherman*s (1967)

review of differences in space perception and aspects of intellectual functioning in which she maintains that the term analytical

is an unwarranted generality which could be described more parsimoniously within a traework of spatial perception. Sheran
did not subject W1tldn • a entire thnis to this critici• but
limited her discussion to certain measures of the globe.l-analytical
construct.

Additional research of this ld.nd is needed.

Intell.eetual funcUO!ipc

Lelldinl npport to Witkin's conteDUon

thai; the a)ld.11"7

to anrcCII'I8 an embedding context can be ideniiitied in both perceptual and intellectual tunc1i1on1Dg were a aeries of at.udiee baaed

upon the "adaptiw tlexiblliiir' factor idaUtied by OuUtord!! !:!•
(19.$7). Two of the tesu diacovered by Gv.Utord to be b11hl1 loaded

on the adapti'ftt-tlexibility factor were Inaight Problema sild.lar

to Dunclcer's and Match Problelu which required repeated reetruci;uring.
W1:tkin •a diacover:r of 20 aipificant correlaUo• out of a pouible
21 betiween theae teats and abedded figurea aeasurea added to the

growing evidence

ot aelt ooneiatenc7 in an

indiVidual • a perceptual

and intellectual hnctiODiac.
The factor-analytic study of Karp (1961) referred to

above in the aeotion on perceptual functioninc ie a further demon-

atraUon of at7liatic couaiatency. Amonc the 18 teeta vbich Karp
included in his study were Insight Probl8118 and aeveral nbteste

of the WAIS. Those teata loading iihe aae factor were Eft 1 WAIS
Objecii Assembly1 Block Deaign1 Insight ProbleJIIS 1 BU' and RFT.
In a aimil ar atudJ by Cloodenough and Karp (1961) comparable reaulte

were fou.Dd.

Other studies aupportillg the finding thai; intellectual

tub requiring t,he ability to isolate tba eaaential elellent

trca

ita context; are related to the global-art;iculation dimeuaion are
thoae of Guetskow (l9Sl) and Fenchel (19.$8} in •set" bre&ld.na
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situations and the study by Messick and Fritsky (1963) demonstrating a significant relationship between EFT and the element
articulation factor.
It seems to these authors that some intellectual and
perceptual tests have a 001111n0n requirement for overcOIIling embedding
contexts • and tbat the significant relationships reported between
aeasures of field dependeuce and standard testa of intelligence
are based pr1ma.ril7 on this common factor • and "carried." by those
subtests which are similar in structure to W:l.t.ld.n's b&tte17
(Sheerer, 1964). Thus one o! the m.ost persistent. and stUl
\UWlSVered, questions regarding the globel.•analTtical d.illenaion
of psychological tunotioning is the nature of its relatiOIUihip
1io standard measures of intellectual functioning.

On the basis

of b1a own extensive investigation u well as of his analyses of
other research, Witkin ma1nta1na that the relation is based on the
expression of a particular strle of field approach 1n both.
·Regarding verbal functioning, a later stud;y

reported the finding that verbal

bf

cC~~prehension

Dyk and WitJd.n (196S)

scores (Vocabularr,

Comprehension and Inf'ol'llation eubtests of WAIS) do not correlate
highly with perceptual index scores

1!: •

.lS). The eT.I.dence

presently available does not parmit a detin1te statement relating
verbal skills to :mode of field approach. At, present no clear out
relation seems to extst between the verbal comprehension subtest.s
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of tbe WISC and WAil aDd the &].obal...-l.rtioal diMDiion bat

~

or1t1o1• of Walluh (1962) NlarciS.Iac preoi• detild.tt.a 1a
releYDt to ttd.• upeot of the queatioD. al8o.
larp 1 e (1963) OOJ'lo1ueioa

N&Ud1Da

the Nlatiouhip of

the &].obal..D&l,.t1oal diaeuioa and 1n'M1111eDOtt eoo:ree 1e DOt
tbat the aaal.y\ical. tndi'fidual ie

•re intellipat, but that tM

oc.poeitiOD of hie 1atellipaee ia d1tfenat.

!hie bJpotheaia

_,. reoei-.. npport trw. etudiee lSJr8 Spotta aDd Jfaokler (U6?)
who d1eoewrecl tbat with

iatenipaoe held. ooutaat, ..:l.ytt.eal

nbjecte are more onati-.. th.a alobal or •oenval.• n'bjecta.
Elliot''• (1961) tilldh'l 'bat the clobal abject 1e relati-..17
•••~

to Sapo• orcter or nneture on a •1tuat1oa illpliea a

oopit1-.. approach better d.eaori'becl u •different" rather 'baa u
aillpl7 interior to a uaal,Uoal approach.

cJ.obal. eubjeet who

It 18 prea1ae17 the

•n be aore 'Uaoroulb17 •tud1ecl1 hcnleTer, to

-•rtaia wb&t ia lUd.que 1a ld.a MCie of approach.

The 1utraaeata

ourreaUy •aed ue deatpetl to •••• anal,Uo abUityvld.eJl
ohan.eteriHa the artiANlaW 1Dd1'ri.dul.

hu.dlea att.ptiaa to uaeu the P8Jeholoaioal aoti'ri.t7

of the cJ.olNt.l n'bjeot tead to explore '\he 11mttat1ou of the

alobal approach ratller thaD. tbe peroeptual ad

iD.telleowal

aeti:f'it7 e'f'iclat ta the aitaatioa. .l tJPieal. ...,le ia the nuq
of loD81;acb

ad,_,... Cl96S) who diaooTend that tield.-depeDdeat.

2S
eubjecta perfonaed eipiticantl.J aore poorly on a letter oaoellation 'tuk 1n a aociall7 unpl.eaunt situation 'Ulan

rield.

iDdependlmt eubjects.

OM ot the t• studies tocusi.Dc on tunct10id.rlc apecitie
to the J].obel 1Dd1"'1d.ual is that of

n tsg1bbou

and Goldbe:raer

(l96S). Faale eubjeots wre teeted tor recall aDd recopd.tt.•

ot aoctal

and Mutral vorcls prennted illciclutallJ. Wb1le the

alobal aubjecte cltd

~

poorly on the focal task, reoall &Dd

/

reoopition of iDCiclental aoe1al.1101"cls wu aipd.ticanU, eorrelated vltb. J].obal.De••

Heaor.r tor 1no1del1tal social

etia1lt.

as il.ldepenclent of perfol'll&DOe on the fooal tuk and not related

to a.....u.ablliv of U. renltillc ti'CII sloar pertOl'llaiiCe on tbe
focal tuk.
In the nudiea cited aboft, ilmtatigatiou haft dealt
prblar1l.J with tbe relatt.onahip of a penuiw peraonal.S.t7

obaracwriatlc to perceptual aDd latelleotu.l tanctioDiDa
trreapeoti'f'tl of tU.fterencea betveen the sexes.

oouiatent filldi:ap, howewr,

baa been the

OM of the aoat

..u,

but persistent

and natinioall7 sipiftoant, dttfereDOe between the . . . . oa

aeuures of J].obal.-aaal.Tfd.oal .ti'VitJ (!)"ler, 196SJ W1tld.n, 1962),
vith temalea eol'illl 1n a al•Hl clireoti.oa.
Little lldvaDOe 1n 'CIJideretancltng the Dature of &Dd re&IIOD

tor

this cliffereDOe bu been ude.

!be tact tbat Witkia •s --'or
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im'eatigationa ba'98 focused on male nbjecta, primar1lJ' because
of the peraiatent

HX

difterencea, bu highlighted the pl"obl.aa oot

aol'98d it. A few longitudinal at.udiee haV8 reYealed the greater
field independence of ul.ea at all agee (WJ.tld.n, Goodenough, Karp,

1967), bat there are

110

irmJat.igationa of tield-d.ependenoe•

indepen4enoe in vaaen to compare vi th the extenaiw inYeatigation

of th1a topic

aaonc males.

f-.ale population

traa

Some att.pta to generalise to the

t:S.DdiJ:laa baaed on studies with ale nbjecta

baw been attempted (WJ.tkln, 1962). SWeen.ey's (l9S3) caaprehea81'98
izxv'eatigation in problut solving vu
'f'a1'1able of abU1t7 to overcome an

~

b7 controlling the

•bedd1.n& context. 'l'h1a control

vu instrmaental in accounting tor the ditferencea vbicb appeared.
M:Uton•s (19ST, l9S9) reports ~t ald.U in aol'f'ing problema
requir:!J2g reatructur.t.ng vu aipitioantl.7 related

to scores on

various 11Uculird.t7•fem1ninity testa adad.t the interpretation
that correlations between muculird.ty aad proble11 aolvt.Dg •7 be an

artlfact. of the M·P testa thaaelws vhich were constructed on the
buia of just auch sex differences.

Differences between the Hxaa seem to appear in indi:ri.duala
u 7oung u •icht years of age (Bieri, Bradburrl an4 Galinalq, 19S8)

--al.,

and traa that tiM on they persist (BalUJl"'leiater, et

Gardner,

.!! _!!.,

1963J

19S9J Newbia1D& 1 19Sl.J Vaught, 196SJ V1\ld.n1

Goodenough aDd Karp, 196TJ 'IO'W'll, 19S9).

--

The Bl.eri et al. (19S8)
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study was one or the tirat to dOCUilent the tact that opposite
tendencies characterized the inter-relationships ot EFT -,;ores
and measures

wanen.

ot peraonality

and conceptual behavior tor men and

Males scored significantly higher than temales both on

SAT Math tests and

m

measures (p < .01) but when male and female

subjects vith the ten highest and ten lowest EFl' scores were
compared, the low and high males did not ditter on the Sl'l' Math
scores although the lov and high females did (p <.01).

The

differential correlation tor males and females or EFT vi th other
measures prompted the investigators to conclude that males more
effectively than females combine their mathematical ability with
a conceptual approach to social and objective stimuli, a combination which they believe facilitates EFT performance.
One implication

ot this may

learning in a prescribed direction.

be that masculinity implies

Vaught's (196$) study on the

relationship or role identification to sex differences in :ielddependence-independence, therefore 1 may be relevant.

He concluded

that since role identification as well as ego strength influenced
an individual to perceive the enviromen.t in a field dependentindependent manner, observed sex differences may more appropriately
be conceptualized as reflecting differences in role preferences.

Sherman's (196$) argument is similar in that she maintains that
global-analytic measures are related to sex-typed learning and
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experiences.
Regardless of explanations offered or

fortbc~,

there

is sufficient evidence that differences exist between the sexes on
measures of field-dependence-independence and that the relationship
of these differences to perceptual and cognitive functioning is

extremely ccmplex.

It is also clear from the evidence available

that the EJI"1' bas greater construct validity as an index of the
global-analytical cognitive style tor men than it bas for women
(Wallach and lagan, 196$; W'i.tldn, 1962).
!figh-low Dopatia
Rolcaach •s speculation regarding the possibUity of tying
together belief and thought with a view to predicting conceptual
behavior has generated research relevant to the present study.
His own work, The Open and Closed Mind (1960), included investigations of differences between high and low dopatic individuals in
problem solving situations assessing two phases ot thinking,
analysis and synthesis, which are central to his theoretical
formulation.

Although the data are not conclusive 1 there is

evidence supporting Rokeach's thesis that the high

do~tic

indi-

vidual has greater difficulty in synthesis and the use of past

experience in new ai tuations than the low dogmatic individual
(FUlenbaum. and Jackman, 1961; Reatle, Andrews, and Rokeach, 1964).
In studies closely related to the theoretical framework
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ot Rokeaoht additioaal supporting evidence diffrentiating dogmatiaa
aroupa is also available.

Powell t s {1962) diseoveq that' low dog-

matic judges separate inf'ol'll&tion from its source in evaluating
political statements and a related finding by Vidulich and latman
{1961)

that low dogmatic individuals are less influenced by "high

status" contederatea in an autokinetic axperilllent land

~SUpport

to

a theo17 relating peraonali v organization to problem solvilli
ai tuations.

Inaigbt into the nature of \his relationship waa the

object of a decision-mak:ing study by

~ng and

Ziller (196S).

In

their study low-dogmatic individuals tended to delay a decision
and engaae in pre-decisional search and were more inclined to

anever "don't know" under conditions ot inadequate information.
Relat.ed to this discoftq that process is the leer factor in tt.

relationabip of personality organization and problem solving is
the finding of Ladd (1967) that closedmindedness hindered initial
adaptation to coMept learnina tasks but wu not related to the
eolu:t1on ot these tasks.

In addition, when a coming shift in

classitication principle was known, cloaedmiDd.ednesa did aot

hinder the sbbject in JUldng a shift.
A CQIIlprebenaive study of the relationship ot personality

to coanitive process is the work of Robb referred to above. Tbe
results of a problem solving situation assessing cognitive process
aupported hypotheses predicting that open minded subjects would

the structure and the infol'lll&tion of the problems aore
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introductor;y aociolo17 courses wu not aupported by cOllpU'able
reaults trca Cbriatenaen•s (1963) study of introcfuetory pqchoJ.ou'
atudenta. Costin •s (196S) attapted reconciliation of these

There baw been l.iJd.ted attempts to study the d:S..naion

of dogu.tism deve1opi18Jltall.7.

Anderson's (1962) investigation ot

znal.e and faale subjects. 13 to 18 ,.ars of age, indicated a deoline

in dopatia during adoleaoence and a s1gu11'1cant

MX

by intelligence

interaction. :tbre intelligent females were more dogmatic than more
intelligent males.

The

MX

d:ifferential was also a

factr:;~

in the

atud7 by Alter and Whit.e {1966). Frclll 37 eamplea of various
populatione, their results showed women cons1stentl1' lower, due
primarily to a fn items.

'l'hese latter tindincs are in opposition

to those of Robach and others who found no differences between
the aexes nor differences based on intelligence aoores {Ehrlich,
l96lbJ HcCaulle;r, 1961u Robach, 1967J Rokeach and Horrell, 1966).

blatiouh1p ot Dop!tl• and 01obal-Apal,l\ioal nu.uion
Althoush both WS.tld.n and Rokeach maintain that they are

investigatiJ:Ig different aspects of personality tunotionillg (Rokeaoh,

196oJ W1tld.n, 1962), the relationship of the two dimensions is the
focaa of the present research. Recently there baTe appeared
atudies which touch on tbis aame question. Olulnacht (1966)
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administered the Dopatiaa aDd El"1' meaeurea to

40

subjects,

obtained median aplite on both dimensions and t01'1184

4 groupe

ot 10 subjects each. All subjects usterecl an initial diacrimi•
natioll task and then one-halt .or each subgroup waa required to
muter the reveraal ot the initial task and the other hal.i' of the
aubgroup the ncmreveraal or the 1n1tial task.

The predictions

were oontirmed that field independent aDd open subjects would be
more successful regardleu of shUt and the field dependent and

closed. subjects would have apeoi&l ditf1cult.7 with sbi.tta regard•
leaa ot the oondition.
leaaler and ltl"onenberpr (1967) studied the etteota ot
dopatt., perceptual analpia, u meaeured by En 1 and the int.r-

act10D in a percep\ual ayntbeeia task, aa adap'tation ot lob • a
Block Deaip.

Pour groups

ot

8 male subjeota each wre constituted

on t.he baala of lowest and higheet 10orea on dopati• and En'
uaeuree. '1'be iaveatigatora concluded that 8l'l&l.7'tic abilit71
usesMd by

m

•

was eigniticantl.J' related to peroepwal. qntheaia

vld.le dopati• wu not. The. onl7 interaction di808rnible vas a
tende1107 tor global-closed subjects to pertOl'll poorly1 but th18

wu not aigniticant.
lleiiiber ot these et.udiea reported a correlation betweeD
11he. two diaenaione Jmder investigation or· a ditticultr 1n

auignin& aubjecta to 8f11

ot the tour cella. Tbia would

tend to
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support the statements of Wl:tld.n and Rokeach regarding the

independence of these climenaiou although same evidence/ensta
that both tiel.d-dependent and field-independent indiv1du&le score
bigber on dopatia than intermediates, but the trend was not

aipit1cant (MoCauller, 196h).
MaiCUlinitJ'-F..S.ninttz
Evidence of tbe differential relationebip of the eexee
to tbe penonality di.menlf..one under 1nwntcat1on baa been reviewed

above 1n tbe reepecUw eectione tor \be global.-aftl.l.T'ioal and hiP•
low dogmatic dimeneione.

Tbia brief eectioa focuaea oa aspecte of

the uaoul1n1\J·femntnit.J question releftnt to the pre...t. atudy

which wre not diecueed abcmt.
A m&3or queatioa coneerna tbe creater coutruct. Yalidi'Q'

of •uurea ot \he global-analytical style tor aen \han for ..,...

Ie 1 t poaai'ble that \here is a differeDCe bet.weea t.be fatale glo'bal.aul.J1;1cal atyle and t.b.e aal.e global-a.nalJtioal at.yle? Evidence

tor the ftlidi t7 of th11 question comes troa eWtea of

the

relationship of other ll8UUrea to the global-analytical dillenston.
Significant correlatioDI for males but not for fealea baw been
IO\Uld betwea mode of field approach aDd total I.Q. (WISO),

(Witkin, 1962), 'fU"iGua

~~eanrea

of recall, perfol"Mllce in

auditory eituationa vbioh required that verde be identified aga1IUit

a background or noise (Jackson, 1955), and readilll abillt7
(Iscoe and Carden, 1961). Correlations between Witkin '-uures

and developmental process and personalit7 traits are different
for males and females (Maccoby, 1967; Witkin, 1962) with the
result that the well docUJftented relationship between anal7tic
cognitive style and certain personality orientations, for example,
independence and initiative, may hold for Males but not necessarily
for females.
One attempt

to take the factors of interest, value,

emotion, and attitude into account in assessin& influences on
cogniti"e style baa been the comparison of males and females on
the basis of muculinit;r-temininit;r teats rather than sexual.
designation alcme.

Studies correlating cognitive acti\f'S.tJ with

scores on muculinity-temininity testa generall.;r assumed that
interests and activities classified as "muculine" were related to
analytic objectivity. A.ttempte to explain between-and wi tbin-aex
differences in terms of M·F scores include F1nk 1 s (1959} report
that scores on the MMPI-Mf scale correlated

.41 tor males and .28

for females with the D'T and Vaught's (1965) demoutration that
the RFT was related to JULsculinit;r and ego atreagth in both Mxes.
Male superiority in problem sol'Ving, an anal.Jtioal activity, has

been attributed to male-role learninc (Lynn, l9S9• 1962J Milton,

1957, 19$8, 1959) which stresses objectivity and analysis, with

3S
aa apbuia on aocompliabaent. ll.lMt concern wi'lm larger issues.
Although there have been few studies correlating •aculinityfemininity with dogmatiam,

80118

evidence exists that maaeulinit7

-

is related to open ldndednesa (r • .l.U) (McCaulley, 1964).
Growing dissatisfaction vith M·F tests cenerall.y1 however1

cuts serious doubt. on the feasibility of this approach.

Cor-

relatione between M·F testa tend to be low (Barrowe and Zuckenu.n,

1960J 'Eltgle, l961J Guilford and Zi8terman, l9S6J Heaton, 1948J
lichola, 1962; Shepler, l9S'l).

Jfaaoulinity-teldD~Idty

teats are

based larply on the leas desirable traits of both sexes (MoXee
and Sherriffs, 19S7 J Nichola, 1962) and tend to retlect cultural

stereotypes (Engel, 1962) •

Scores are creatly illfluenoed by the

educational and aocial level of the subject (Sanford, 19;6). It
is doubtful, therefore, vbat upects of personal.ity tunctionin&

these testa are meaaur1ng and vhe\ber correlations of M·F scores
with cognitiTe strle or problem eolviDg ab11it7 contribute to an
UDd.eratand.ing of the di.Mnaion under investigation.

In the present research, therefore, the scores of the

Goqh M-F Scale (Gough, l9S2) will be used pr1llar1l.y tor control
purposes and ccapariaona with other iDveatigatiou.

It is ex-

pected that the sexes v1U not differ f'undamentall7 1n their

approach to the task in the present study although 1m& queatioa
raised above rep.rcl.ing the 11"8ater construct valldi ty of the Eft

tor malea than for temalea _, be a factOr 1n \he ana.l.Jaia ot
/

reaulta.
Jmd..etr
!be relationehip

ot uxiety to

llotb tba

clobal copitiw

style and the clopatio «HM'IIioa bu been olearlJ' eata'bliahed.
W1t.ld.Jl' • (1962) aeneral de801"1ption of the alo'bal peraon 1Doluclea

a Jlald.testatioa of amd.ety aii'aitioantl.T ld.cber thaD aD&l.7tioal
1nd1v:l.cluala.

In bia atud1ee of the clopatio penon, ltobach bu

&leo tO'Ud aipittoat oornlatiou beW.ea oloeed ai.lldeclneee ad

amd.et7 (lobt&oh &DCl

r.p, 1960J Jlokeaoll

&DCl IDid.er, 1960).

Ia

aeneral, correlatiou trca .)6 to .6k haw bea foud ill 't'IU"1oua
croupe teetecl (Rokeaoh, 1960). Pac\or ual.yt.io atudiea baw
rewaled that dopatia aud autety 8MI'P to&ether u pan of a

etDale ,.,oholo&1oal tutor (lnch'Mr, Bokeaoh. aa4 Joftk, l9S8).
!beae wU-ctocuaentect ·clUferenoee contrut nth the

.abi&uity coDOeJ'IliDc cliffereDCee 'betwell tbe MDI in anxiety ad
tbe relatioubip bet.wen amd.ev and JIIUCUl1ll1t7·f•ild.Jd.t7 acorea.

Taylor• • (l9S3) nor~~&tiw .-ple
aip1tioa~

ot ul.ea

ad teulee diet not

Jield

difference• between the . . . . on the Marl1fest AnXiety

Soale. .Utbcnlah later studiea by

Belldic (19S4) 1

La.owiok (USS) 1

aad wrtsht.a:D (1962) haw oonti.J.wacl theae t1ncl1Dce, other inveati-

&atiou haft yielcled lipiticantly bi&ber acorea tor f.ale• on the
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--al.,

88e aoal.e (S1n1ok 1 19$6; Brim, et

1962).

Si;udies relatt.Dg amd.ety to meaaured aaaoul.i.ni

v-

t811d.nild.ty rather than to sex clesipation E!!.!! revealed that
fa1ninity in males and feaales wu related to manifest amd.ety

(Cosentino and BeUbrun1 1964). In Webb 1 a (1963) study siMilar
results were found but tbe7 were leu consistent for -.lea.
There is aome evidence

~t

the relationship bet.ween field

dependence and arud.et7 generall7 observed by WitJd.n and others
· opera'tlea difterential.ly in the two MXea. I110oe and Carden (1961)

-

discovered that field dependent girls wre leas anxious (r • -.60)
than field independent girls.

Col"l'el&tioDS be1i1reen meuures of

anxiety and meaaures of aptitude or aobievaunt bave been reported

nbstantiall.J :aegatiw tor t811alea wbereu they have been reported
either low necative, uro, or positive tor males.

Tbe evidence is

quite oonaiawnt regarding this difference (Davidson and Saraaon,

--al.,

1961J Ruaaell and Sa.ruon, 196S; Saruon, 1961; Walter, et
1961.).

Related to this is Crandall's (l96S) find1n& tba:t,

heightened anxiety appeua to have oppoaite e:f'feota on the two

sexes in judgment aituationa.

High anxious men were more oon-

cep't.ually conservative 1n judgment tbaa low anxious men whereas

the opposite trend ooourred for VOIID8n, high a:nxioua women were less

Maocoby (1966) baa attempted to account tor these

)8
differences b7 emplo;ring the unaptions or curvUinearitr and a
higher bue lewl 1D amd.ety among teulee.

On the bald,.a

or ·tileR

uiNJlp't;iou 1 1t is to be apeoted that incrementa trca the baae
level, lower tor JD&lee thaD tiNles, would baTe different etreota

tor the ilwo sexes.

/

CH.A.P'lER III
PROCEDURE

A. Sl.T&Jli!CTS. Tbe 200 eubjeota ueed in th1a NHarah, 100
aalea and 100 temalea, were Hleo\ed trc. an

330 males

and

or1&1nal pool of

la92 females. The aubjeota wre collep atud.enta

1D attendance at Lo70la Un1vera1'Q'1 Marquette thd.verait7, Alverno

College ad

~t

st. Paul College.

The tot.al sroup of 812 eubjecta wre &iYen tbe Ellbedcled.

rtaure• !eat, Group

Forll1 32 ao~t,tc pattel'lul, Rokeach•a

Dopat1• SOale, and Qough •a Maecul1n11;J'-Femain11;J' Seale

dnrina

cme of their pqcholo17 clua periods. !he H1eola7.Walker
Personal ReaeUon Schedule, includU& the Ta7lor Jlanifeat Am::i'ii>tJ

Scale, wu ada:Lniatered later onl7 to those atudenta who partioi•
pated 1a the problal-ael'f1DI Haaion.

- ot

One bu:ndrecl Sa

each sex were designated to part,icipate

in the probl.e aol'finl aeaaion on the baaia of their acorea

011

the

Imbedded P:l.gurea Teat and Dopati• SCale. The •ana and atanc:lud.
de'Viat10DII tor

these teats for the total group ot males and te-

-...U.

1118l.ea are presented ill Table lJ also included are t teats of

difference• betMHD the means for tbe aexea.

The

but

atatiatically aigniticant differences between males and teulea

011
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TABLI 1
MEAlS, STA.NDARD DEVIATIONS ANDRfX:STS FOR
SIGIIPICAJICB Of DimBEIICI 8MB
AID F111ALU
FOR IMSDDBD riCIJRIS TEST AID lXXlMlTISM 8CALI

Jabecl.ded PS.pne Ten
II

SJ)

I

lfa1ee

12.12

6.20

330

P-.lea

u.a6

S.78

492

)

2.24

...
.as

•

.MaleG

lb.SL

23.16 330

PaalANI

BS. 73

13.12 492
.72

-
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the Eabedded Figures 'feat aDd the noa-aigniticant differences

bet.veea the sexes on the Rokeach meuure accord with prf"ioua

Subjects wre desipat.ed high or lov dogmatic and
anal.7ttoal or clobal it they scored in the upper or lover third

on the reepectiw aeuures.

Because ot the difference 1n means

between llllll.es and t...:J.es oa the Elllbedded Figur.. Ten a deoiaion
had

t.o be made regarding the upper and lowr third lbd.ta tor eaoh

aex ar•P• SiDce one ot the parpoaea of thia reaearoh vu to explore ditterencea betve• malea and temal.ea who could be designated

global or analJt.ioal, it •• decided to adopt the sae range ot
scores operatioll&ll7 defill1nl the glo'bal-aal.J'tical dbteasion in
males aDd f--.J.ea.

-

Therefore, Sa ecortng between lS and 28 on the

!a~ded

-

0 and 9 wre destpated global. Score• ot Sa i1'l the upper third
on the Rokeach measure ranged trom 96 to 129 and in the lower

-

t.b1rd troll 3l to 77. Only Sa who nmked in the upper or lower

third on both testa wre included 1n the probl• sol'ring session.
~s

who aoored in the middle 'Ulird on either teat wre not included

in the probla solving eeaeton.

The

tour groups conatruct.ed on tbe buia ot theae

-

two

teats were 1 Sa high on both teats, high d.opatic and anal7tical

-

(Hi D-.A.)J Sa low

!•

011

both testa, low dopatic and global (Lo D-G)J

high on one teet and low

011

the other-high dopatic

,~

global

(Hi D..O) and low dogmatic and anal,.tioal (to n-A).

Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations for the
Ellbedded Pigures Test and the Dogmatism Scale for the 8 groupe and

-

Tables 3 and h present the t aoores tor differences between the
means for the aame groups.

!he groups differ aignit'1cantl7 trca

each other only on t.be measure which differentiates thea.

lone of

the groups designated global or anal,.Ucal on the 1ft •uure
differs froa a1milar1J deaipated groupe.
Dogmati• •aaure.

the sam.e holds for the

All dif'ferencea between the groups. however.

on the •aaure vhioh dietiniuishea them trom each other are
atatisticall7 a1gn1.1'1cant well be:rond the .001 level.

i

!ABLI 2
MIWI8 AID S!Atm.ARD DIVIA'l'IOD FOJt DIBEDDBD
FIGUR.ES TEST AID ))()(JHA.'liSM SOA.LB FOR ALL QBOUPS

lj!bedd.ed Pipr!ta Ten DoeaU•SHl!

2.2J

•S9.81J

8.2)

18.St

2.77

63.68

,.ss

n-o

6.~

2• .32

108.S6

9.01

R1 D-A

19.72

2.89

107.40

9.5k

Lo D-G

6.dl

2.36

60.80

13.1a2

to D-.l

19.32

3.66

61.6k

R1D-G

S.96

2.0S

~.a.o

14.58
?.g,

n-.A

19.48

3.02

no.JJ8

9.33

r.a1e Grotlpl

H

IJ)

Lo D-G

s.w.

to D·A
Hi

SD

lfa1e Qroupa

111

/

TABLE

3

t SCORES FOR DIFFFRENCES BETWEEN MEANS

~ EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST F<Jt ALL GROUPS

Female

to D-A
to D..Q

ito

D-A

,..Hi D-G
HiD-A

Lo D-G
eLo D-A

!Hi D-G
HiD-A

*p

<.001

17.97*

Hi D-G

Male
HiD-A

to D..Q

Lo D-A

Hi D-G

HiD-A

.91

19.12•

.90

1$.82•

.81&

18.28*

16.91•

1.1&7

16.SO.

.as

17.8S•

l.lS

18.07*

.oo

11&.99*

.1.3

17.2S..

17.96*

.1&2

19.03*

.28

11&.9.3*

.12

17.1S..

1$.6~

.16
18.09*

hS

/

TABLE

h

t SCORES FOR DIFFERENCES BE'IWEEN MEANS
- FOR DOGMATISM SCALE FOR ALL GROUPS

Male

Female

to

D-G

Lo D-A

j

Hi D-G

Hi D-A
Lo D-G

i

Lo D-A
Hi D-G
HiD-A

*p

< .001

to D·A

Hi D-G

HiD-A

1.49

19.49*

18.49*

.29

16.70*

15.86*

.hJ

Lo D-G

Lo D-A

Hi D-G

HiD-A

.53

17.84*

19.94•

.86

.57

18.44*

17.17*

14.45«-

13.38*

.35

.72

13.87*

12.86*

.81

1.13

.21

15.48•

14.89•

14.26*

13.82*
-~

b6
B. MATERIALS.

The problema used in this study are described

1n tun 1n publications by Riaold1, et.al. (1962, l96b)./ The
'

problema wre of two typeaa

/

verbal and gecaetrical.

The verbal

problema are di'Vided into tvo kinds, each of which hae two
variations.

Therefore, there wre a total of tour verbal problaea

31 A, 31 B, 3S

.A.,

3S B. i l l four of the problaa are of the type

that presents a wrbal definition of a probla. e1tuation together
with a aeries ot queationa printed oa separate cards. Each card
containa a question on one aide and the question and anner on
the reTeree aide. The questions and answers contain information
releY&Dt to the probla situation, some of which 1a neces8&17 tor
the solution of the probl••

The subject selecta the carda be

teela will give the information needed tor a solution and &lao
records the order in which he chose to have the various questions
answered.

'!'hie establishes a sequence tor each indi'fldual which

describes his process, and, also, supplies autticient intoraation
tor the experi:Mnter to score the answers.
In identif'JiDI the problaa 1 the nuaber ret era to a

particular type ot schema, or framework or set ot logical relationships or structures, upon which is auperilapoaed Y&rious conteata
Which are identified by letters.

(See Appendices

ni

anti IV tor

the logical structures ot the 31 and 3S probl. .). The numbers,

31 and 3S, refer to two different types of probla structure.

!be two a\racturea repreaezx\ a ratw daple,

Ill, aact a.-..

vbat aore ocaplex, llS, 1iJP8 of pro'bl.•• !be letter "A"/pre•n1;a
the probl• 111 abstract lanpace 1 ar by means of le1;ters that

repreeem, a7Jibol1..Uy, DOD.-apeoitied concrete objeo1;a. In both
of then foi'Jl8 of tiM probla, \he ...-ra an atwn in muabera.

rwo

poaetrtcal problema, LO and Ia, haw been inoludtd

in order 1;o pro'fid.e a w.riation of the verbal probl... !beae
probl. . ue of the

t)'Pe

tb&t pre•n't;a a paae'tr1oal figure vith

'Y8.rioua eDOlo•d areas one ot tdd.oh 1a , . correo1; aol•1;1• of

the pro'bl••

!be PJ,'OGedure for tbe aol.uUon 1a the . . . aa v.l.tb.
(.Appendices V through X contatA all of tbe

the 'ftrbal probleu.
problaaa 1n deW]..)

C. SOOIIIG JlllOOIJmtiS. SU..

--

1;he 1lld.qu

eonWJ.bu.S.Oil of Riaoldi

et al.. (1.964) oeat.en oa the ..U• ot preoeaa,
tieebld.••• cle'flaed

aft

of peat

-tal.l.F cbanoterlud bJ

tile

Saponaaoe.

the

U.l•de ..- l8laber of queatiou uked.,

vhloh the

A pnoeaa is

lfa1e7 (1962). !hu,

ot Vie pnoe• ad

ubcl in teru of tbe

IIOOri.D&

~

u:peri-

t.be

techld.qua aaJJt

apecift.o queniou

w . .u . they ~~

cp~enlou AN

acoriDI

aequ•• of quen101111 ulaKt. 'bJ' the

a'b3ect, aoeOI'd'.I.DI ~ liaoldl ad
·~~

~

and the order 1a

ulced. A-. the IIOOrlDc proeecbaft8

--

deT1aM b7 lbleldi et al.. (1~) 1 ~ wUl be ueed 1a t.1d.a

c) intomation values. Each ot these will be discussed in tum.
/

a)

MUDJ Od Hlthod
The decision to uae the pullina out method tor aooring
aubjects • pertomance wu baaed· on previous el!periaentation
and on the reeulta obtained by Er&wm, 1964, where this
approach wu shown to be consistently better than other
aethoU of scoring perfOl"'DUUlCe in the type of problema used
in this research.
In essence, the pulling out method 18 used as .t'ollmnn
Attar detel'lli.n1Dg by a logical aaal.yais ot the structure of
the probl•, the beat tactic or tactics by means ot which a
probla can be solved, these are tabulated considerira& each
question in each order 1n which 1t occurs 1n the various
U.O'tiics, ltbtold.1, Haley, Fogl1&1ito 1114 !rd.lwm, (1963). This
table of freque.ncies ia col'l'ftrted into a table of proportions.
Each question will have a wight according to the trequeD07 with
which it occurs in a particular order. The next step is the
appllcatioa of this table of wights to an obsenwd. sequence.
A pre"fioua 111ethod had merely 8lUIIIIlad. the weights corresponding
to the questions and the order of these queatiou in the
ob8tt'r'V8d aequenoe. !hie vas called the eehema method. !be
pull.ing out method ueea the aaae nol"JUt u the achea 118thod
and differs fro11 it only in the application of the no:me to
the 1Dd1vidual obae:rwd sequence. This method attemlpta to
accouat for any reatftcturt.ng or •late• undn=atanding of t'be
nature ot the probla bf the perf01"11l81'. lD other words the
bene.tit of the doubt ia g1wn to the aubject in the naluation
ot hie performance.
The procedure iDvolvea a ld.nd ot •1ich1D& of the obeened
aequenoe with one of the ideal sequences. That is, tbe scorer
detel'llinea tM ideal aequeJ~Ce vb.ich beat approx111atea the
obaened sequence and vlll therefore llt&Xind se the evaluation
of the perto1'188r. O'b"fiously, there are certaill rules accordiDC
to vbioh this ia done.

The .tira'ti step is to r.aw all the irrelevant (as tar
ae the ideal sequence ia coDCemed) questions from the observed
sequoce. It is important to maintain the order of the
queationa as selected 'b7 the eubject.
What results may be a oOIIlpl.ete or panial ideal sequenoe.

In order to be complete 1 the order of the relevant observed
questions ~mst duplicate the ideal aequence. It this oocmra,
then one finds the ftlue of the ideal sequence which
would
/
JILI:X'bd.H the score for the obset"ftd sequence. !ht. c.-plates
the second step in the detend.nation of a final aeon tor
the pulling out method. The third and final step is to divide
the value, found at the completion of the second step, by the
number ot questions of the original observed aeqt.~ence, i.e.,
before any pulling out of irrelevant queettoDS.
The sequence resulting trom the pulling out' of irrelevant
questions, however, My only partially duplicate an ideal
sequence. In this case credit is given for the partial sequence. fhia value ia again div.l.ded by the nuaber of queationa
ot the orts:l.Dal obeened sequellCe to deteraaine the tiDal score.
An example ot the t ectudque is in order to clarity the
applieatioa. Suppose the observed. sequeDCe 1,6,),8,2,10.
AsSUIUt that the ideal sequenees of the problem are 6,.3,10 and
10,),6. Mlina out tbe irrelevant questions leaws 6,),10
for the obaerYed "fl'lellCe. !his exactly duplicated the ideal
aequeace 6,),10 ao the tiDal score is the value ot tb8 6,3,10
sequence in the achema nol'll!s divi.ded by 6 (the number ot
questiona from the original obsened sequence). Bad the ortgiDal nqaence been 1,10,8,.3,2,6 then the ideal aequenoe
10,)1 6 would have been duplloa\ed with :renlts ezactq as
aboft.

In a01t1e instances, the ideal eeQt.~enoe v1ll not be dupli•
cated. Astumiag the observed sequence 1 1 61 7,8,2,.3,S, the
ideal sequence approxbtating it beat ia 6,),10. However, there
is only partial approximation herei naely 6,). The t1nal
soon is,~ therefore, the ftl.ue of 6 1 ) in 1he achaaa norma,
divided b7 7 (in thia cue). Tbe raaunta of the obaerved
seqt1eace tollowi.rlg the pulling out- ot irrelevant questions
m111tt follow tbe order of one or the ideal aequencea so that
an obsened sequence vitbou:t .3 and 6 in it would obtain no
val'ue at all. It e1 ther occurred at the end of the aequence
only that question would contribute 11fi7 value. For inatanee1
the obseZ"ftCI sequenoe 1,3,8.4 would baft uro u a t1Dal score.
The "quence 1,~~3,6,$, 7, would haw the value of 6 in the tirat
position 1n the schema 1101'118 divided by S.
This tecbld.que, in BUDUJ'7, vorka to the aclvantage of the
subject by gi'Yillg b1la the benet:lt ot the doubt as tar aa tbe
occurrence ot reatructurilla or reabapiDa the problem is concerned.

It also incorporates the advantages of the acheu. aethod.
ot ditf'erential.l.J penalisiDI the subject for the prodigal aelection of eardal (Erdllarm$' 196h,
LGJela Psychoaetric tab, Pub. 10. ho.) (IHMldi et
and adcta the feature

1964,
'b)

PP•

U4-U6) •

a1.,

- -

GrC\lp Performances

This approach estimates tor each probla and tor each
group of nbjecte the frequency with vhich each question
was asked. in each po8sible order.
fheee frequencies correspond to tbe Tal.ues observed in
two-way entry tables where col1DIJI8 represent queatiou, and
ron, order 1n the aequenoe. It the eubjecte in a group
follow exactly the ..... tactic, then all the cella in tbe

table vUl present sero entries, with the o:eeption of one
cell per row aDd per column with a trequeDC;y equal to the
total nmaber ot subjects in the group. In fact, the highen
poasible dependency between questions and order 1e at the
buts ot this tJPt ot peJ"tomance J knowing a qu.enion, the
order ot choice is also known, and viee veraa, the uncertaintJ'
.beina mrdJial.

It the eubjeota 1n a group perform 1n nch a way that
no relationehip wbataoever exists b8'StrHD queatiou ad order

ot obotce, then the cell frequencies will be identical throughlo iDtol"ll&tion can be gained in teru ot

0\lt the table.

aattOC.iating a giTen question vith a giwn order, the tmeertainty being maximal.

8eldoa, it emtr, will all actual perfo1"JJUU10es follow
any or the two previously described. patterns. In practice,
the perf01WU1Ce ot a group _ , approach either of ~ uncertainty lewle juet defined. This vill depend on two
aajor variables that can be expel"1antally controlled• a)
characteristics ot the P'OUp, b) characteristics ot the
pro'bl.ema •
Considering the logical structure ot the probl8Jil• the
language uaed, the number ud vordina ot the questions ad
ot the correepoDding anavera, etc., it is possible to state

tor each probla the sequence or sequences ot questions that
aa a renlt will represent the ma:x:1:mull empirical association
between question and order of choice. !his set ot sequences
correapollda to the

~~ebemata

norma. In thia sense., schemata

noftll represent tbe lower •pirical lbd.t ot uncertainv
bued on a logical ualyaie of the problema. !hie aball be
conaidered to be the criterion ot Jd.n1mal uacertaintl tor. a
group pertOl"..IUlDCe. It is theoretioall.7 oonoeiftble that u
obael"ftd pooap pertormuoe _,. y1eld an UDOertaint;r '9'8l.ue
...Uer thaD that indicated by tbe achellat.a, but in auch
cuea, this uy be due to gueeainc 1 iacOIIpl.ete pertol!"JJI8DM1
poorly constructed probl.es, etc.
The definition

ot a criterion for aaxiaut uacerta1nt7
ot which

1e more complex. Several bJPOtheeea cu be defended
only one, designated 1, will be diaou....S.

In this bypotheaia, the aa.-ption of no aaaociatiOB
between questions and order . is ll&intained., but the tollowi.Jlg
eo.ndit1oa are addedc a) that lt'Ubjects •1 choose aequeuH
ot 't'8I'J'inl leactu, b) that these Nquencea ot different.
leJ11ttla haw the eae chances or appeUing. For a diacueaion
ot the dert vation of the 'ftluea tor t.hia h)tpotheaie, confer
Maoldi, et al. (1964).

--

J:t&y obeel"YeCl performance can b e then located along a
. cc~t·inf:.• 'f'al71rll trcm Jd.n1lrwl uncertainty, as defined by
the achemata,. to 1Jl&XiJrwl uncerta1nt7' as defined by 1. For
each probl•, then lblita can be aaeigned without &n7
references to group performance. They will be c01181dere4
to be i.nhtmtnt properties ot the problelns and. th\la help to
define the iutruaenta aploJe4 in the experiment. Tbis
attempt at characterieing inatruments without resort to grov.p
indexea 1a a feature which deael"'ftts apecial aphuie.

Tbe uncertainty value H(x,y)* w.a cONpUted tor H and tor
the achell&ta in each problem. Y'urther 1 this value vas also
calculated for the obaerwd group pertomaneea 1n all the
problell8. Then uncertainty values should not be interpreted
strictly in teru ot information theory. As stated before,
they ser'ft to obaracteri'H the patterns present in the tablee.
The diaouaaion will be 11m1ted to detirle trend• in t beee
196b, pp. lOh-107)
:pattei"D8. (Rimoldi, et
*H(X}") • lOftn •

al.,
-!

n1 • log n1 , where n equals total
J1\lllber ot entries in the
and Dt frequencies in eaob cell.

e)

tabL

Information Value•
In \his part

ot tbe

study1 we sbal.l. preaent a metboc:l

ot

••

scoring individual performances in tema ot the prooeaaea
followed b)' a aub3eot in aolnnc a probl.a. 'fhis method
is iDdepeDden't of poup perfol"'ll&nces and att.em.pta to, analyn
at each step in the process the amount of uncertainty reduction w1th respect to the tot.al uDCertainty of tbe probl•·
This was accomplished for those problema 1n which figures
are presented.
We are 8UUilirag that at the outaei of the pl'Oble, all
the alternatives are equally likely. On this basis the tot.al
UDCertainty value for each probleJil can be calculated according
to the total nuaber of these equallJlikely al'Mmativaa.
'fhen in order to solve the proble in a logtoal fashion or at
least in a fashion el1minat1Dg guesstna or bunches it becomes
neceasary for a subject to reduce the uncertaint7 ot a problem to zero. This lle can do by asld ug queationa and obtaiD.S 111
the corresponding answera. Each of the• questions al1d
anavera will redUce the total uncertaiDty according to the
information contained in them and the order in which they
were asked. It thl4s bec~ea a matter of determin111g tor eaoh
queatien and a.D811er that part of the to'W UDCertainty of the
problcila that is eliainated according to the order in which it
vas uked. The next step 1a to acmaider an indindual sequence ot questions and to establish the amout of uncertaint7
reduatiDD. accsp]J.ahecl by each 1D the particular order it wu
asked. These roues can be accumulated tor iDdinclual queatiODB
of an obsel'ftd aequuoe in ~ order 1a vld.oh ihq wre asked
so that at any point in the process, the 8llO'W'lt of uncertaint7
redue~ can be iDdioatecl. Olrri.ously., certain f1Ueetiou ukecl
in a detinite order can max1mise this process of uncertainty
reductifm, and this can be seen more clearly by plotting the
CUJllll.atiw values tor auccessiw questions. 'factica tollowinl
the "beat• aequeDOB(e) u detend.aed b7 ~ ac-. ehoul.d
be those that aax1.'1lize the reduction of uncertain'ty with each
aucceea1va queeilOD.

Aocordinc to the D&ture ot the probl.aa, the solution

to be obtained v.Ul be achieved through a procees of either

rejeotiq or rete.1n1DR oertaia al'Ml"Dativas. !hie 'biaaJ7
cbaracterietic of the procees suggests the use of a qetea
of eftluation vtd.ch •bodies these properties, such as the
transformations 1mplied in "1ntomat1on theOJT". (Rimoldi
et al., 196h., PP• l3h-13S) For an illustration of this
metliid, confer Rilloldi et al... ( 1964).

--

-

D. DESIGR OF 'l'HE EXPP!RIMEIT. 'the Sa selected on the basta ot
tlieir !liT and Dogmattan scores, as prertoualy indicated,, parti•
'

cipated in one probla-eolving session of approximately

?S to 90

No ti:me lild t wu set tor the solution of the problema.

minutes.

'I.'he problema were adJniniatered to !!s in 1111&11 groups ot 7 to 12

-

'!'he Sa participated in a aesa1on which vas coavenient

me~~bera.

tor them and, therefore, each session contianed

!"

from awry

Six problema wre adldniatered to each group in the

1'ollowil:lc ordert Jl.A, ll.B, 40, 42, .3SA, 3SB. !here ven W'o
reasons tor administering all the prohlae in the .... order.
The firat wu baaed on the rationale that learninc woQ].d be
constant tor all subjects

owr

'\rial.a. '!'he second reason wu

based on the authority of' :put research in which the pl"'bl_.

w:re presented 1n the aae order to each aubjec'b (Rilloldi

1964),
'l'he 1'oll01f1Da iutructiona

beginning

n al.,
--

-

wre given to the Sa at the

ot the probl• solving session. Baeh S wu pwn a

-

m.imeographed copr of the inatruotiou. '!'he sections 1n pa...
rentbeaes were added oral.l7 and demonstrated 'by t.he 11!
read the instructions with the

!UJ

-sa.

You wUl be pwn a packet of cards oa which are
typed a particular problem aituation and a set ot

abe

~
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RESULTS
Data on intellectual ability, u

ueeaaect 'b7 verbal

and quantitatiw CDB scores, wa obtained tor

84 ot the 100

JD&lea and 96 ot the 100 faalea participatina 1n tbe study.
Table S contains

lllemll

and atandard deviations on these wrbal.

and quantitative aoorea for the

k

groups of each sex.

Tables

-

6-10 preeent t aoores J>r the differences between means tor
subjects poouped. on the basis of the Dopatiaa Scale, EFT acores,

The hi&h dosmatic tamales did not differ significantly
troa the low dogmatic taal.es nor the high dogmatic males froa
the low dopaatic aales on either the Yerbal. or quantitative

scores. Significant ditrerences occurred between high and low
dogmatic females and the high dogmatic JUles on the quantitatiw
acale and between theee same female pooupa and the low dogmatic
males on the wrbal scale.
Differences in intellectual abill ty were not expected
on the Dogmatia Maeure and did not occur w1thin sex groups.
Differences between the sexes did occur, hovewr, due to the
higher quantitatiw scores of the high dogmatic aalea and the

ss

TABLES

MEANS AHD STJJIDARD DEVIATIONS OF ALL GROOPS
ON CEEB VERBAL AND QUANTITATIVE SCORES

Quantitative

Verbal
Female Groups

M

SD

M

SD

Lo D...O (23)

b77.26

73.0b

439.17

86.77

Lo D-A (2b)

S39.oo

8o.60

$47.62

79.16

H1 D-G

{2S)

b6S.12

87.69

}J6o.S6

6b.10

Hi D-A

(2b)

$)1.88

81.$3

SJS.Sb

81.89

Lo D..O (20)

Sbb.ss

89.61

b78.6o

78.66

Lo D-A. (19)

SS2.S8

87.60

)72.26

100•.)4

H1

(22)

b69.83

97.60

b81.$b

8).27

H1 D·A (23)

$46.)9

96.os

$96.61

69.92

Male Groupa

D-G

S7

· TABlE 6
t, SCORES FOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEANS
ON vdt'BAL SCORES FOR HIGH-I.C.7i DOOMA.TISM CltOOPS

F 111-D M Lo-D M Hi-D

F

r..o-n

F Hi·D
M Lo·D

M Hi-D

.-p<.O~

.61

M

SD

2.10*

.01

SOB.79

62.9S

2.69*

.su

u97.82

91.o6

1.87

S46.1&6

86.73

;o8.96 104.10

sa

tABLE 'I
t SCORES FOR DIFFERENCES BE'1WEEJf MEANS 01
QUAH!ITATIV! SOOBES FOR HIGH-LOW IXXJMA.TISM GROUPS

P ID-D
P Ri-D
X Lo-D

M Bi·D

*P <.

1 Hi•D

M Lo·D

MHi·D

.14

1.)$

2.22*

494.$$

99.12

1.))

2.29*

497.29

82.38

.73

M

SD

$24.23 lOl.)h

$40.)6

96.76

f.UUI
t SO(Jtll

roa mmaucu

BIWIIIf , . . . .

- OW VlllBlL 80088 POl W1fiD OROOPS

r.a.

MG

FG

l·ISH l.?S

FA

1.52

Ill

M.A.

.., ~.CSJ
49<•01

M.A.

M

4.19**

h10.9b

81.23

.Tlt

SlSJah

81.1S ·

2.~

sos.4o

101.02

S49.19

92.38

SD

/

!ULI,
\ SCOIIS POll lW"ttltBHCES ENEIIf MIW8

ell QU.AJITDA!XVI lcatll FOJl WI!ID OIOOPI

FA
FQ
FA
MO
MA

* P <.OS
** p <.01

MQ

S.62** 1.76

MA

7.7$H

l·Sl** 2.147•
S.68H

M
~e.so.:n

8D

76.-

su.sa

80.76

1.80.14

82.20

S8S.6o

ss.~

/

'tJ.Il.B 10

JIIWIS 1 S!AIDARD DBVIATIOJIS1 AlfD ' SCODS JUt
liMALIS AID MALIS 01 CDB IIJ.Ilft'ITATIVE-ARD VIRBAL SCOR.II

CID QaaatS:ta,iw Sooru

,~.

•
49S.9$

90.12

Jfal.ea

S32.8T

99.2b

SD

t.

6.S3 <.001
OlD 'ferltal Scorea
M

8D

Peale a

S03.19

88 • .32

Kalea

S27.30

99.31

-'
).98 .::::.001

62
bilber ftrbal ecoree of

~he low ctopa~ic

alee.

OD the buie of eex cteaipatioD al.oD8, etgnUioat.
/

ditterencee oocurracl 1n both quantita:tive anct verbal abilit7
(Table 10) • oorrel.atio.u • n lllde betveeD CUB cplADt1kti.,.
ud.

wrbal eooNe ad Rokeaoh ecoree. table U &IM1 12 pre..n

the• ool"Nlattou t ..
~

~

au aroupe ud •bp'ftp8•

oornlatioa

crOuP

~

!bl cml7

1D the teule lw 4opatie-

-

(r • ••WlJ p <.OS) 1n411oatiD& tbat tOI' \hie lf'OliP

a eip1ft.oat aea&:l.'ft relatt.ould.p mated betwea verbal abl11t7
ucl dopatta. 81aoe tbU _. the oal7 etpUioaat correlat4oa,

a obaaoe ooOVNaoe. A couiaWrlt pbe-llf.'tD _. the opposite

-

oOJ.ftlatioa te Mle aDd. t..al.e sa. All tbe oorrelattou 'bet.a

ID the poape

orcaiaed on

t.be

buie ot tbe WltkiD ten,

41tterenoee of peater eipiticuce appeared.

quaatltat4w •uan all poupe

oa the

were·~

CUB

different trca

each other aDept the Mle aDd t.ale alobal. ll"ftPII•

oa

the CBD

wrbel M&INN the alobal t.U.e dlcl D01i differ tr. tbe &].obal

ulee, •r t.he aaa.lJtioal teulee tr.

llalee.

1ibe global 01/'

aaal.ytioal

6)

/

/

!.ABLE

u

CORRELATIONS BIMD QUAI'l'l'l'ATIVE

.um DOOMlTISX 80C.US

.o6

Oro'aP!
All subjects
All taalee

l'"

-.0)

.}4

All males

hllale

-

Male

.10

Lo D-G

-.16

to D-A

-.22

.22

n n-o

-.17

.u

Hl D•A

-.23

.as

LoD

-.03

.18

-.20

.lS

lliD

/

!.lBLI 12

O<ltRELA.TIOJIS BlmiiEI 'VIRBlL A.KD DOOMATISX SCORES

All subjects

-.13

All teaales

-.10

All ules

-.16

Group•

I"

:V.ale

--.12

Male

ton-a

-.2S

Lo D·A

-·hh*

.10

B1 D..O

.19

.20

H1 D·A

-.20

-.10

LoD

-.2h

-.OO~l

BiD

-.02

.08

*p

<

.os

,.
expected tn

new of W1 tld.n ••

conaie'Hnt tindillp ot the relat1oa-

•b1p betwen •bedded. fipree ecoree aDd certain •uure,.J of ·

quntitatiw abUiv. !be nlatiouhip bet.veen wrbal abU1V
ad abedde4 ts.pne noree ie leu clear, althoup then 1e

._. eT.ld.ence tn the literature tor a poeitiw relatioubip
between wr'bal

abU11i7

and. •bedded. tlpree eoone tor

alo'bal

nbjeota.
Ool'ftl&UODe wre aleo ra between CBD quantitatiw
ud. verbal aeon• ad Witkin acoree. !hie data 18 preeeated ill
!able• 13 aD4

!k. Coneiftent eip1ftcant col'ftlat.10DII beMen

wr'bll aD4 cpaaatitatiw ecoree u4

m

eooree wre

•n

eTid.ent

tor the toW proa.pe wl'Ul oorrelatiODe betwela quantitaUw

aeon• ad

m

eu.bprouplwre
the

etrcma

o0Deieten\l7 ld.aller. !be oorzrelatiou for' tbe
~..

ooaeietea\J honwr, a olear Ottt flad'"' . .

~p'-ticat

corNlatioa be.._ 'both quntltatiw alld

ftrbal abU1t,. and. Bn' 1a tbe ale Alllll'tical ....... ud the

aeaatiw COI'ftlatioa for the aa1e alobal n'bpoup. CorrelaUODe
for teaalee tea4ecl to be in the oppoeite dinot.ioa aDd wn DOt
u o01l8ietent.
In ad.diUoa

w

1ibe

8'tNdJ of d.UfereDCee be1;veen nb-

pollpe 1D --red illtelli&ence, an illveettcatioa of the nlat1oa-

eh1p betwen the two perecmal11i7 dt...S.ona in tbe total II'OllP
aDd IRI'bll'OIIpe _ . Ullden.DA. !able l$ ecmtaiu correlatioDal
data for all proupe

tor tbe

&lollal~oal

8Dd. dopaUa
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t.A.U13
OCUILA.TIOIS BE'l'WIDI 0118 GJAII'.fB.A!IVI .Aim WITID 8COD8

-r.SSM

Oroue

AU a'bjeota

.A**
.SSM

All female•
All raalee

P...:le

t.o

*

**

])..Q

.66w

lao D·A

.)&6.

B1

D-Q

.o?

H1 D-A

-.1.8

0

.40H

A

.n

p

< .()J

p < .01

-

Jfal.e

... 20

.64**

-.o?
.,a
··13
.Sl,H

61

!.lJU

11.

OOIUtiL&.!IOJIS IE'fWDI CDS VlltBAL AHD wrrml SOOUS

-

group

r

All nbjec'ba

.))**

.All. t.alea

.)&H

All male•

.28M
F.-le

*
**

-.•zs
Hale

Lo D..Q

.bo.

Lo D-A

.06

.2)

BlD-G

.18

-.01

B1 D-.l

••06

G

.26

A

-.01

p <.0$
p <.01

.60tHt
••]J
.~.a-
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/

All Subjeete

-.06

All tealea

.OJ

All malea

.oq

OrotiP!

I'

Feaale

kt

*
**

D-G

.S&Ht

-.4SJfale

Lo D-.l

-.22

.18

H1 D-0

.)0

-.26

HiD-A

••.)6

-.20

ktD

.2h

.l.h

B:lD

••oa

-.02

0

.27

.01

A

.01

p-<

.os

p < .01

.ot.

dimen81ona.

S1gn:l.t1cant correlationa occurred 1n the low

dopatic-global groups of both sexea.
A.

Nl.i.!l

/

/

Out Method

'fbe pulling out. Mt.hocl ecores the 1nd1vidual on tb.e

baaia of bia recognition and uae of the st.ruo\ure built int.o
the probl.ea. laah subJect vaa aooftd 'bf tbis aethod for NOh
pro'bl•J aftr&ge pallimc out aeon•

wre

GOIIIplted for each

croup

tor each problea. !be • • and ll'tallclard deviation tor each II"CRlP
1a preHnted in Table 1.6. .An AD~l.J'a1s of 't'Vianoe vu perfOI'M4
on the data der1ved troa the

pulli~~&

out ae1ihod bJ' INIIItiDC aeons

oa the wrbal probleu (31 A, BJ lS A, B) for eaob 1Dclividual..

The aeons trca tbeae • probl- wen uaea beeau• of tbe
aia'J l ar:ltr ot tile probl.eu 1n ].aQpap aad stNotue. It aa
Nlie'ftMl that tM au aa4 aoOI'H vould provide a buis upoa
which to irmtatipte differences wi\bta groups.

tbe renl.ta of this

&ll&1.7a1a• Differences

fable 17 &ives

lipi1'1can\ a't tbe

.01 leYel were fCNDd for tbe aa1n efteota of anal.J1;1oal.-aJ.obal
and open-cloae4 diaeuiona.

diffenncH nor interaotions.

Then wn u

aipitioa11t liB

lfiah dopatio 1nc11:t'iduals and

aal.J'tioal. illd1vidula perforaed better a tbis all&l.pis across
pro~.

Differences in 1Dd1Yidual probl.eu ual.fsed aepara1iel.J
bJ sex

Oil

the open-closed aDd anal.J1;1cal-aJ,obal diaeuiou are

tt.al16

/

ll&lJfS AID 8!.AJI1WUl DIVIATIOIS rot. .ALL
SUJJt8lfPS JUBD 01 ftiLI.m our JIIDOD

'

Lo D-o
Jl

I.e D-A
5D
II

8D

•

•

11 D-A

D-o
SD

•

SD

)l.J.

.OS1J2 .016? .o6J.oS .oliO .OS61.3 .0169

.06S64 .00la6

.311

.Ob8?8 .Ol.TS

bO

.OiaOS) .0171 -~ .ozlk .~s .01?1.
.o:J609 .0330 .060)1 .0292 .0)266 .oaa.J

k2

.0)?18 .0)01 .06?66 .o»S

3S .l
3S B

.ou.,

.o"''

.0331

.Qf061

.0)81&

.o?SSS

.0~1

.006S .02101

.CXJ&.~

.0112$ .()()SO

.02)28 .0012

•0180? .GOA .Oill.IJ

.~

.01811& .oo•

.01112 .00)9

.

)l..l

.

.Ol.LO .OS881 .0111 .QS8)8 .Olla9

.06)11

ll.B

.03968

.oul

.0b088 .0201

.on1o .()].6k

1.0

.0)2)7 .01,36

.ossn

.o:JSS .03738 .ollll

.QS,71 .O))S

Ia

.o~J16S

.om .0631*

.0)$8 .OS833 .03ll

.07011 .0.31&1

~

.oJ.2QO .OIJQ

3S

A

.oao?L. .001&.9 .02111 .0031 .0208k .aok8

JS

I

.OU26 .0061 .01111&

.oow.

.01971 .00$1

.0212k

.oon

.001&9

.012U .0029

11

/

DBL'Il?
WL!'8II OF VJJtiAD BdD OJf SJMMID ICCilll
101 PROBIDS 31 J.1 IJ )S A.• I

r

ss
Wltld.a (W)

1

.Oll..LT900

13.2S**

Rokeaeh (a)

1

.00669012

7.12...

Sex (8)

1

.00000102

.001

Wzl

1

.00034471

.40

wxs

1

.0001031.?

.u

lxS

l

.OCXD.lJI.,

.16

WxRxS

1

.oootl.Uk

.21&

Ul

.16630305

Error

.... p <.01

.00086616

12
presented in Tab••• 18 and 19.

It is between the anal:ytical-

global groups that the ditferencea wre significant

wit~

the ·

analytical groups tor both aexes having bigher scores on
probltms

ho, 42

eand lS B and in addition the females haviDg

significantly hifSher scores on problem ll Ao
To useeBB the influence ot intelligeDOe and personality

dimensions in pr¢)bl.ea-aolrtng acti'91.ty, correlations were run
between ability -.easurea, Witkin and ftokeach scores and proble•
sol'V'ing scores arld in addition, an anal.J'SiS ot coftriance waa
perf'omed with tme quantitatiw score aa the coYarlate.

1'be

correlational datza is contained in Tables 20, 21, 12, 23 and
the analysis of csovariance in Table

24.

lfot on11' waa the relationship between quantiMtift
scores and probl81ltl•solving actiT.l.t)' 110re significant tor males
than tor tamales,. it was also re'ftraed tor the aexea.

For males

the relationship between quantitatift ability and problea-solviDg
activity was strotnger it the males vera open-mind.edJ tor females
the relationship - wu stronger if they were cloaed...s.nded.

The

relationship betvnen wrbal ability aad problea-aolYina acti'ri.t7
1iu aignitioant

~nly

groups tor both

•••xes.

in the total groupe and in the open-minded
The relationship between

m

aoores and

problem-solving L.CtiT.l.ty waa aignifioant only for the total
groups and tor opeen-minded females and olosed41nded males.
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t VAlDIS Fat DD'l"'RENCE8 BBfWDI DOGMATISM CIROOPS
BASED Clf J'Uu.IIG OUT ME'fJIOD

-

Lo D Femal.ea
SD

K

11 D Feul.ea

ID

M

t

31 A

.0;6136

.OlSl76

.06o886

.01)286

1.6Ji

31B

.04148S

.020S8J

.04771S

.017~97

1.62

40

.048206

.OlJI.SS

.041642

.033417

.'J't

h2

.0.)$)80

.oS7S72

.0.)8360

.OOS7Sl

.022266

.002203

.OOSl04

.01.9980

.OOS.l2S

JS

A

.0$2722
.02o¥>2.

JS

B

.019609

Lon Males

B1

·''

2.14*
.3S

n Malea

.OS6876

.01)268

.060796

.o12S1l

l.SO

ll B .0408.)8

.0223S4

.0462S,

.Ol.911tl

1.)0

40

.043790

.0)2229

.048SS2

.OJ$948

42

.OSSS46

.03491&1

.o6.4268

.o.l4Sl1

l.2Ja

JS A .021227

.004JS2

.021043

.oo.486o

.20

lS B .020201

.00))68

.020939

.OOkl.kS

.7S

H

I

Jl A

*

P

<.os

SD

H

SD

t

·''

/

t VA.WES Fal DD'.FERDCE8 BETWEEI WITJCII GROUPS
-

BASED OR PULLDIG OUT ME!IOD

G Pemalee
M

4 P'eulee

8D

M

SD

t

31A

.0)3670

.017008

.063346

.009823

).h$-N

31

.043)89

.017)90

.oL;6U

.020922

.S2

40

.034316

.02912)

.oS$412

.o34hh8

).27M

b2

.0)8688

.031684

.071606

.0178)2

6.34-

B

JS

A

.020)16

.ooS81&4

.0221Sl

.003692

1.67

3S

B

.Ol81SJa

.ODS679

.02lhlS

.~os

).)OH-

A Malee

G Jfalee

H

SD

H

8D

t

JlA

..•0)6660

.ol4S61

.061012

.019067

1.90

llB

.oJaorn

·019149

.0468SO

.021663

1.$7

hO

.034876

.0298JD

.OS11&66

.o)hS86

3.468

42

.OS2988

e03lk!S

.066826

.OlS169

2.0()1.

3S

A

.020194

.004820

.021476

.004.310

.74

lS

B

.Ol9Sl7

.OOS643

.02162.3

.oo:nn

2.20tt

*

P

** p

..(..OS
'•01

?S

TABLI 20
OORREU.TIOMS Bi'I'WEEI CUB QUAITITA.TIVE
SCORES AND PROBLEM SOLVIIG SCORES

r

Ct.r'oue
Jl'emalee

.)6H

Malea

.43**

Total

.)8**

to n-o

.lS

-.S'l*

IQ D-A

.28

.)9*

n-o

.)8

.n

HiD-A

.)2

.08

ton

.)~

.~&9**

RiD

.1.2**

.)6....

G

.27

•.41**

A

.26

.30*

Female

R1

*
**

P <.OS
p <.01

Male
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TABLE

n

CORRELATIONS BE'J.WEEI CEEB VERBlL SC<JtES Alm PROBI.'ltK SOLVIIG SCORES

-r

Female

*

**

-

Male

.)1

Lo D-0

.)0

to D-A

.lS

.2,

111 D-G

.12

.03

111 D-!

.09

.u

LoD

.31*

.33*

HiD

.20

.24

Q

.18

.14

A

.n

.23

p <
p <

.os
.01

T1

/

TAU 22

CORRILlTIOJIS BEMD IPT SCOU8 .AID PftOBt.EM SOLVIIG SC<ItES

'r

9!!!2•
Femalea

·31**

Mal•

.as-

Total

.28M

Lo D-0

.27

--.36

I.e D-A

.16

.16

liD-o

.01

.12

111 »-A

.1)

.)7

LoD

·30*

.u

ltD

.29

.WH

G

.16

-.19

A

.u

.23

F--.le

*

p <eOf

**

p <•01

Jila1e

/

1'A.BLI 23

CORRELA.TIOIS B'WEII ROWCB SC<US AHD PROBLEM SOLVDO SCCilEI

Faale

.u

Male

.07

total

.u

r

GrcNp

P'eul.e

-

Mal&

to D-0

.u

- .22

Lo D-A

-.16

,.. .21

Hl D-G

.08

.... 003

JJ1 D-l

-.07

- .36

LoD

.()b.

- .21

B1D

-.00)

- .1?

G

.21

.02

A

.u

.u

/

fABLE

24

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE BASED ON SUMMED SCORES
FOR PROBLEMS 31 A, BJ 35 A, B, WITH CEEB
QUAl-."l'ITATIVE SCORES AS COVA.RlATE

Df

ss

Witkin (W)

1

.00064493

.66

Rokea.ch (R)

1

.00240498

2.46

Sex (S)

l

.00144994

1.47

WxR

l

.000)1773

.)2

wxs

1

.00000276

.002

RxS

1

.ooo2L4o7

.25

WxRxS

1

.ool82o85'

1.85'

Source

Error

144

¥.S
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presented in Table 25 along with the minimum uncertainty value
for each problem, as determined by scheme or "X" norms, and with
the maximum uncertainty value, as determined by H norms.

The

uncertainty values listed in column "X" depend exclusively on the
minimum number of questions needed to solve the problem, whereas
the schema norms depend on the total set of sequences which
represent the maximum empirical association between the questions
and order of choice.

Thus, when there is more than one sequence

which will solve the problem, the schema and the "X" norma will
differ.

On the other hand when there is only one sequence, these

norma will be the same.

'lhe higher the value of the ratio between

schma and "X" values, the greater is the uncertaint;y of the schema
in relation to the uncertainty of one of the ideal sequences.
The uncertainty values presented in Table 25 indicate
that the high dogmatic and ana.lytical groups had lover scores for
both sexes.

The only exception to this trend vas for problem

35 A

for the low-dogmatic males who had lower scores than the high
dogmatic males.
Although it vas not appropriate to subject the scores
derived by this method to the use of ordinary tests of statistical
significance, it vas possible to compare the groups on the basis
of the number of problems for which a given group had lover uncertainty scores than the group being contrasted with it.

Using
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TABLE 2S
UNCERTAINTY VALUES, H (x, y), FOR DOGMATISM AND WITKIN GROOPS
TOGETHER WITH THE SCHEMA, X, AND H NORMS

Male

Female
LoD

HiD

Lo D

HiD

Schema

X

H

31 A

4.2011$ 3.80943

4.28703

3.96537

2.252

1.585 6.426

31 B

5.62495 5.17165

5.44958

5.21360

2.252

1.585 6.426

40

6.08716 5.75291

6.04043

5.73o88

1.000

1.000 6.426

42

$.78022 5.47010

5.8$767

5.59291

2.000

2.000 6.426

35 A

5.51598 4.99197

5.57740

$.67748

3.922

2.322 7.934

35

5.67217 5.62041

5.45735

5.38536

3-933

2.322 7.934

G

A

Schema

B

Female
0

A

Male
X

H

31

A

4.So505 3.47301

4.27304

3.97670

2.252

1.58$ 6.426

31

B

s.42002 5.39541

5.$8492

5.04823

2.2$2

1.585 6.426

4o

6.23.500 5.59745

6.29825

5.37542

1.000

1.000 6.426

42

6.11864 5.07011

6.01144

5.33411

2.000

2.000 6.426

35

A

5.45125 5.07834

5.81458

5.4)614

3.922

2.322 7.934

35

B

6.0)672 5.22457

5.79604

5.00261

3.933

2.322 7.934

8)
the Sign Test described by Siegel (1956), the probability of
a specified group having lower scores on all six problems is .016.
This is indicative of the significance o:f' differences between the
open and closed-minded females and both sexes on the analytical-

global dimension, w1 th the high dogmatic females and all analytical
subjects employing more efficient tactics in eliminating uncertainty.
Differences between sex groups were not significant.
C.

Information Values
In using information values,

an~

is scored according

to the awrage amount of information he acquires 1n his pursuit

or the solution of the problem.

Each question asked results in

information, some of which may be relevant and some of which may
be irreleTant.

It the information is releTant, some of it may be

new or some of it may be repeated from pre'V'ious questions.

The

information Talue is the awrage resulting from the division of
the numerical calculation of the total, new, relevant information,
by the number of questions asked.

The numerical calculation is

derived from a method described by AttneaTB (19$9).
With the uae of these scores, the information value of
the questions is maximized and the structural properties of the
problem are minimized.

Thus, a high score can be reached if the

necessary questions are asked no matter 1n what order they are
asked.

When the pulling out method is used, the order is of prime

importance.

84
Information values for the two geometrical problems
were evaluated for each subject and the group averagerJ were
computed. Only these two problems were used because there is
only one correct sequence of questions leading to the solution of
the problem. Means, standard deviations and t values for the
groups are presented in Table 26.

There were no significant

differences between high-low dogmatic

~s;

however, analytical

males and females performed significantly better than their
respective global groups.

There were no significant sex differences.

D. Scoring in Terms of Correct Anawen
The previous scoring methods discussed evaluate process
of solution rather than the solution itself because of the desirability of assessing the subject's psychological activit.y in
terms of efficiency rather than the end product of thts ac·tivity
which may or may not provide an adequate demonstration of ·Lhe
subject's approach to the problem.
In order to ascertain, however, whether differences
among groups in correct solutions also reflected the differences
described above, x2was computed !or the groups for each problem.
Table 27 contains the data for these tests.

Only four of the 24

tests were statistically significant, both on the analyticalglobal dimension.

In problems .31 B, 42 and J5 B the analytical

females had significantly more correct solutions than global

8S

TABLE 26
MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND t VALUES
BASED ON INFORMATION VALUEs

Lo-D Female

Hi-D Female

M

SD

M

SD

40

.86176460

-t

.43)03398

.97925580

.37455217

1.4)

42

.86115620

.24910574

.89664160

.23873280

.7)

Pro b.

Lo-D Male

Hi-D Male

40

.86052540

.44777205

.9.)218180

.44099361

.81

42

.85365620

.26744111

.92531000

.23094869

1.43

a

Female

A

Female

40

.79740020

.)9948616

1.04362020

• .)8281150

.).15**

42

.78068280

.23234947

.97711500

.21540090

4.)8**

A Male

G Male

40

.78444360

.)8191767

1.00826)60

.476060$8

2.59*

42

.82688580

.2392611)

.95208040

.24969271

2.56*

* p
** p

<.o1
<:::

.001
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TABLE 27

x2 TEST ON THE NUMBER OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT
ANSWERS lETWEEN VARIOOS GROUPS

Hi-to Dogmatic Females
DF

x2

Significance

31 A
31B
40

1
1

.07
.23

1

.3$ A
3S B

1

*.)1
.oo

n.s.
n.a.
n.s.
n.s •
n.s.
n.s.

Problem

42

1
1

.04

Hi-Lo Dogmatic Males
31 A
.31 B
40
42
3S A.
3S B

.)$

1
1
1

•co

*.07
•as

1

1
1

•42

n.s •
n.s.
n.s.
n.s •
n.s •
n.s.

G1obal-Ana1Z:ica1 Females

31A
31B
40
42
35 A
3S B

1
1

1.86
5.8)

1
1

*
11.29

1
1

.28

$.47

n.s.
.02
n.s.
.001
n.s.
.02

G1obal-Anal~ical l~1es

31 A
31 B
40
42
3S A

35

B

1
1
l
l

l
l

.3$
1.97

*.67
.09
7.90

-MFisher Exact Probability Teat used.

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.e.
.o1
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females.; in problem

35 B1 the analytical males had significantly

more correct solutions than global males.
nificant sex differences.

There were no sig•

Scoring procedures based on number of

correct solutions was not u sensitive a measure as the procedures
assessing process discussed above.
Personality Traits:

Anxietr

An analysis of variance based on scores from the Taylor

Manifest .Anxiety Scale was performed for all groups.

Means and

standard deviations for all groups are presented in Table 28, and
the results of the analysis of variance are presented in Table 29.

Only the subjects scoring high on Rokeach's Dogmatism scale and
designated as closed were significantly more anxious than
other group.

anr

The F score of U.l2 is significant beyond the .01

level.
The suggestion of an interaction between Witldn and

Rokeach scores and between Witkin and sex reflects the fact that
if females were open minded, they tended to be less anxious if
they were also global; whereas if females were closed-minded, they
tended to be less anxious if they were analytical, whereu males
whether open or

close~inded,

were also analytical.

tended to be less anxious it they

Least anxious were open-minded global. fe-

males and open-minded analytical males J most anxious were closedminded global subjects of both sexes.
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TABLE 28
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ALL GROOPS
FOR TAYLOR MANIFEST ANnETY SCALE

M

SD

Lo D-G

12.00

6.1.&1

to D·A

14.80

7.30

Hi D-G

17.20

9.99

HiD-A

1$.96

7.41

Group
Female

-Male
Lo D-G

13.08

Lo D·A

11.88

Hi D-G

18.28

Hi D·A

14.80
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fAliLI 29

.AilLISIS Ol VAKIAJCI BASID OJI
TA.l'LOR MAJIII'Est AIXIE!.'Y SCORES

W1\ld.n (W)

1

lO.Ja

.S2

Rokeaoh (R)

1

6SS.22

ll.12tHt

sa (s)

1

u.st

.20

WxR

1

124.82

2.12

WxS

1

121.68

2.o6

RxS

1

9.48

.16

WxRxS

1

9.88

.1?

EITor

"

p <.01

192

um.a.s S8.90
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.Analyses of variance were alao performed for the three

scales of the Personal Reaction Schedule (PRS) a Motor, Object
and Personal Anxiety.

Means and standard deviations are con- ·

tained in Table 30J the data from the analyses of variance are

contained in Tables 31, 32, and 33. The trend for the most
anxious

subjects--cloaed~nded

global subjects of both sexes-

was the same for these testa as for the MAS. The trend for the
least anxious subjects, however, was not as consistent over the
three teats.

The least anxious f8!1'1&le subgroup in motor anxiety

vas the aaae aa for the MAS--open-minded global subjects-but the
open-minded analytical females were least anxious in object and
personal anxiety. The least anxious males in motor and object
anxiety were open-minded analytical subjects as in the MAS, but
in personal anxiety open-minded global males were least anxious.

Correlations were computed between Manifest .Amd.ety
Scores and the Witkin Rokeach meaaures for all groups and subgroups.

This data is contained. in Table

34.

The onJ.r significant correlation between anxiety and
EFT emerged for the high dogmatic-global males for vhCIIIl amd.ety

was negatively correlated w1.th anal.Jtioal ab111ty u measured
by EFT.

There were tour aignitioant correlations between the
scores tor anxiety and dogmatism, all of them uong male groups.
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TABLE 30

MEAltS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ALL GROUPS
FOR MOTOR, OBJECT AND PERSONAL ANXIETY OF PRS

Group
Female

Motor Anxiety
M

SD

Object Arudety
M

SD

Personal Anxiety
M

SD

LoD-G

7.64

2.84

6.64

).19

a.8o

J.)l

Lo D-A

8.96

4.ll

6.60

J.Ll

8.68

3.46

n-o

12.24

4.16

9.)6

4.61

ll.76

4.93

10.80 ).43

8.12

4.00

10.00

4.ll

Hi

Hi D-A

Male

I.o D-G

10.32

3.89

7.04

4.35

8.12

4.24

ID D·A

9.00

3.$7

6.72

3.17

9.12

.3.91

Hi D-G

12.16

3.68

10.72

3.28

u.6B

4.o4

Hi D-A

10.88

3.34

9.04

3.64

10.76

4.68
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TABLE 31
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BASED ON
MOTCit ANXIETY SCORES OF PRS

Souroe

Df

ss

F

Witkin {W)

1

23.12

1.73

Rokeaeh (R)

1

322.58

Sex (S)

1

23.12

1.73

WxR

1

23.10

1.73

WxS

1

19.22

1.45

RxS

1

23.10

1.73

WxRxS

1

24.54

1.84

192

2564.72

Error

*** p < .001

24.14***

13.36
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TABLE 32
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BASED ON
OBJECT ANXIETY SCORES OF PRS

ss

Source

Df

Witkin (W)

l

371.85

Rokeacb (R)

l

340.61

Sex (S)

l

21.13

1.45

HxR

1

23.80

1.63

WxS

1

.84

.o6

RxS

1

7.60

.)2

WxRxS

l

.01

Error

***

192

p <.001

2800.56

MS

F

2.$9
23.3b***

.0006

lh.59
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TABLE 33
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BASED ON
PERSONAL ANXIETY SCORES OF PRS

Source

ss

F

Witkin (W)

1

10.13

.51

Rokeaeh (R)

1

280.85

15.90*-l~

Sex (S)

1

.61

.0)

WxR

l

39.60

2.24

WxS

1

12.00

.68

RxS

1

2.64

.15

WxRxS

1

.25

.01

192

3391.28

Error

***

p <.001

17.66

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MANIFEST ANXIETY SCALE
SCORES AND WITKIN AND ROKEAOH MEASURES FOR ALL
GROOPS AND SUBGROUPS

Correlations
N

MAS-Witkin

Females

100

.o4

Males

100

-.08

Grou,es

~*

Female Male

-.09

-.09

...14

Low Dogmatism

.18

-.o6

.24

.35*

Global

so

.10

...o3

.2S

.29*

Analytical

so

-.12

.1S

.11

.26

Lo D•J

2S

.10

-.16

.29

.23

Lo D·A

2S

.os

.16

.1S

.4~

Hi D·G

2S

-.11

-.4S*

Hi D·A

25

-.17

.13

-.29
.04

p

p

.27**

so
so

High DogmatiSlll

*

.19

Female Male

Subgroups

MAS - Rokeaoh

<.OS
<.01

-.09

-.13

-.04
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There seemed to be a stronger relationship between anxiety and
dogrnati8111 among global and open-minded males than among the
analytical and closed-minded males.
For females there seemed to be no consistent pattern
relating scores for anxiet7 with scores on the Witkin or Rokeach
measures.
Personality Traits:

Masculini ty-FemininitJ

Analysis of variance based on scores tram Gough's
Masculinity-Femininity scale were performed for all groups.
Means and standard deviations for all groups are presented 1n
Table 3.5 and the results of the analysis of variance are presented
1n Table

36. All the main effects were significant indicating

that female subjects and those subjects who were global and
closed-minded scored significantly more feminine.
The trend toward interaction between Witkin and sex
reflected a greater tendency for global males to be more feminine
with respect to analytical males than for global females to be
more feminine than analytical females.
Correlations were computed between M-F scores and
Witkin and Rokeach scores for all groups and subgroups.
data is contained in Table 37.

This

The most significant finding 1n

correlational data was the differential relationship between M-F
and EFT for low dogmatic females.

If ft!llllales were global and
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TABLE

3S

MEANS AND &'TANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR M-F

SCORES FOR ALL GROUPS

Group

M

SD

Feule
ID D-G

35.48

3.41

Lo D-A

34.76

3.65

HiD-G

37.40

3.73

Hi D·A

36.72

4.46

D-G

28.32

7.04

to D-A

25.32

4.36

Hi D-G

29.92

5.58

Hi D·A

27.52

3.91

Male
to
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TABLE )6
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BASED ON
GOUGH MASCULINITY-FEHitUNITY SCORES

Source

DF

ss

MS

F

Witkin (W)

1

144.50

9.96**

Rokeach (R)

1

184.32

12.7~

Sex (S)

1

3461.12

WxR

1

1.28

.09

WxS

1

so.oo

).~

RxS

1

.02

.001

WxRxS

1

.98

.07

192

278$.80

Error

**

p <.01

*** p < .001

238.$3~~

J.h.Sl

TABLE 37
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN MASCULllliTY-FEMININITY
AND WITKIN AND ROKEACH MEASURES FOR ALL
GROUPS AND SUBGROUPS

Correlations
Grou;es

N

M-F - ROKEACH

Females

100

-.07

.2~

Males

100

-.20.

.18

Female

Male

Female

H1gh Dogmatism 50

-.10

-.10

.07

.o6

50

-.07

-.27

.n

.16

Global

50

.40

-.03

.26

.13

Analytical

50

-.22

-.02

.27

.26

Lo D-G

25

-.02

.06

.26

Lo D-A

25

-.39*

-.25

.20

.11

Hi D..O

25

.15

-.04

.02

.n

Hi D·A

25

.26

.u

.o3

SubEOUl?,!

Low

*
**

M-F - WITKIN

Dogmatism

p <
p

.05

< .01

.65**

-.21

Male
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open-miaied., femininity vas positively correlated with EFT
scores (! • .6S).

It females were analytical and open-minded.,

femin1nity was negatively correlated with EFT scores (£ • -.39).
Regarding the Rokeaoh measure, there was a trend for feJJdnini ty

to be related to closed.nesaJ this was significant for females
at the .01 level.

CHAPI'ER

V

DISCUSSION
Guiding the present investigation of the relationship
of basic dimensions of personality to cognitive functioning was
the belief that subjects should be selected on the basis of both
dimensions under study.

Previous research regarding the inter-

action of these personality characteristics and I.Q., while
revealing correlations between these variables, has failed to
clarify to what degree the differential influence ot the personality dimensions under study can be attributed to differences
in I.Q.

Neither is it known, because of the few studies undertaken so far, how the c0111bination of extremes on the two variables
would be related to I.Q. or other intelligence :measures.
I~

was decided to choose subjects on the basis of the

two dimensions in a manner which would reflect their actual
existence in the population, recognizing that this might give
rise to differences among groups in measured I. Q. The advantages
and disadvantages ot this approach are evident in the results ot
this study.
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Regarding differences 1n intelligence as measured by
CEEB quantitative and verbal scores, the finding that analytical
and global groups and male and female groups differed significantly
frca each other and that dogmati8lll groups did not differ from each
other supported previous research 1n this area.

Significantly

higher scores for analytical subjects on the verbal measure as well
as the quantitative measure, however, call into question the contention of Witkin that if verbal measures differentiate groups,
they tend to favor global subjects.

The correlational data,

however, supported earlier findings that the relationship between
verbal ability and EFT measures is weaker and less consistent than
that between quantitative ability and EFT.
The differencE in correlational data between the sexes
were notable even i f not always statistically significant. For
men clBsaified as global., intellectual abUity was less predictive
of performance on EFT measures 1 whereas for analytical un both
verbal and quantitative measures were significant predictors of
EFT scores

(!'• • .42

held for females.

and

.Sl respectively). The opposite trend

For global females quantitative measures were

significant predictors of EFT performance (! • .40) whereas for
analytical females they were not significant except when females
were also open minded (!'• •

.40, .66, .46). Open mindednesa

exerted more influence among women than among men in accounting

10.3

for the relationship between ability and EFT. These findings
contribute to the growing conviction that the global-analytical
construct may reflect a somewhat different aspect of personality
functioning in women thM in men.
Given these differences in measured intelligence in the
subgroups, the following discussion assesses the possibility that
differences between groups in problem solving activity may be due
solely to differences in mental ability as well as the possibility
that personality or selection factors may account for the complex
results obtained.
The analysis of covariance of

p·~.~lling

out score::;, with

quantitative ability as the covariate, revealed no significant
differences between personality or sex groups (Table 24).

In

view of this disappearance of' significant differences between
personality groups obtained in the analysis of variance (Table 17),
consideration of EFT and Rokeach scales as measures of mental
ability rather than as measures of more pervasive personality
functioning might be justified. Attributing differences in
problem solving activity primarily to differences in quantitative
ability, therefore, might be the most parsimonious interpretation.
Statistical data based on information values lends
support to such an interpretation (Table 26).

Because of the

nature of the scoring systems it was not possible to employ an
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analysis of covariance on data baaed on information values.

Even

without this analysis, however, there were significant differences
only between the global and analytical groups, both male and
female.

Between the high and low dogmatic groups" which did not

differ within sexes on verbal or quantitative scores, there were
no significant differences.

Only between those personality groups

which also differed significantly in intellectual ability, therefore,
were there significant differences in performance in terms of reduction of uncertainty wi tbout reference to the structure of the
problem or an ideal sequence to be followed.
The third method of scoring" which estimates the uncer•
tainty of the group in terms of the structure of the problem,
contributed further to this general picture (Table 2$).

Analytical

groups of both sexes employed more efficient methods in solving
the pr,.,blems than their global counterparts (p < .02).

Among the

females, closed minded subjects performed more effectively than
open minded subjects (p

< .02);

the trend was in the same

direction for males but did not reach statistical significance
(p • .11) since olosed minded males performed better on onl.7
five of the six problellls.
Based on these three methods of scoring, the moat
consistent differences in efficiency of problem solving activity
were between analytical and global groups with the high and low

lOS
dogmatic groups showing significant differences only in the group
performance method with female subjects. Since the analytical

and global groups differed significantly in intellectual ability
and the significant influence of this ability was revealed by
analysis of' covariance, it is possible to conclude that intellectual
ability was the critical factor in these differences.
l')ne

major argument against this conclueion was the

failure to find significant differences between the sexes in
problem solving activity, even though the differences between
males arA females in quantitative and verbal ability were significant at the .001 level (Table 10) with males having higher scores
in both areas.

In the analysis of covariance, the F score for differences
between the sexes actually showed an increase from the original
F score in the analysis of' variance, thus revealing the slightlf
shperior quality of' the problem solving activity of females when
the higher quantitati'ft scores of the males were held constant.
If mental ability were the primary factor operating in -the problem
solving activity under investigation, males should have performed
consistently superior to females.

This was not the case.

analysis were any sex differences found.

In no

Although this is in

accord with one of the hypotheses of this study, no interpretation
is presently offered since the influence and relationship of

\
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quantitative ability emerged as a more significant influence in
problem-solving activity than the hypothesized influence of
personality characteristics.
It may be suggested, however, that since females as a
group were not handicapped in their problem solving activity by
lower ability scores, factors other than ability were influencing
the results.
Regarding the personality factors under investigation,
the finding that closed minded individuals performed more effectively than open minded individuals, contrary to the hJPothesis
proposed in this study, called for analysis of the original
selection of subjects.
Subjects tor the present study were designated open or
closed according to the procedure described by Rokeach (1960).
Subjects indicate disagreement or agreement with each item of
Rokeach 1 s 40-item Dogmatism Test on a scale ranging from -3 to

+3, with the 0 point excluded in order to force responses toward
disagreement or agreement. This scale is subsequently converted
for scoring purposes to a 1-to-7 scale by adding a constant of
4 to each item score. The total score is th.e

8Ull

of scores

obtained on all 1teJnS in the test. This provides a range of
scores from 40 to 280. This same procedure was followed in the
present research except that instead of converting the scale to
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a l-to-7 scale, 100 points were added to each individual's score
providing a possible range of -20 to 240.
In employing open and closed minded ind.ividuals in his
research, Rokeach usually selected the extreme scorers on his
Dogmatism Scale and classified them as open or closed on the
basis of their score with respect to the mean of the group. Thus,
in one sample the mean of the high dogmatic subjects was 157.2
and the mean of the low dogmatic group was 101.1.
Since disagreement with the 40-item scale signifies
open mindedness, using Rokeach's system scores under 120 would
signify open mindedness and scores above 160 would signify closed
mindedness.

In the example just cited, it is questionable whether

using a relative mean led to formation of groups which could be
classified open or closed on the basis of their actual response
to the Dogmatism Scale.

It is possible that two groups could be

statistically different from each other but still share the same
personality characteristic., fnr example, both groups be open
minded, one less open than the other but not classifiable as
closed minded.
Something like this may be operating in the groups
classified open or closed in the present research.

The mean of

the high dogmatic group on the Rokeach Scale was 108.96 Which was
significantly different from the low dogmatic group mean of 61.24.

lo8
With the present scoring system, a score of 100 would constitute
the midpoint distinguishing individuals who generally agreed or
disagreed with the scale items.

A group with a mean of 108.96

might more accurately be classif'i-,d as "central" rather than as
"closed" regardless of the statistical difference between the
means of the "extreme'' groups.

If this is so, then the t1.Jo groups

contrasted in the present research were open

~~

central rather

than open and closed.
This may assist in understanding why the present results
differed markedly from those of F.obb

who

employed open and closed

subjects in a similar problem solving situation. Robb's open
minded subjects performed significantly better than his closed
minded subjects.

The mean of the closed group was 13$.$3 and

the mean of the open group was 72.77 thus making it possible to
designate the groups closed or open on the basis of the distance

tram the midpoint on the Dogmatism Scale as well as on the basis
of' their stati.stical difference with respect to each other.
In the present study t!central" dogmatic individuals
performed more efficiently than low dogmatic individuals whose
mean was eleven points lower than the mean of Robb's open group.
On

the basis of these two studies, it is possible to suggest

that extreme scorers in the direction of dis&o"Teement may be less
effective than individuals who tend to be open but do not score
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at the extreme low end of the Dogmatism Scale.
Relative to this point was the finding that the two
personality dimensions were not independent of each other in all
subgroups (Table 15).

In the low dogmatic-global groups of both

sexes, correlations between dogmatism and the analytical dimension
were positive and significant (! • .$8 for females and

.45

for

males). The more extreme scorers in the direction of disagreement
with the Dogmatism Scale scored in the extreme global direction
on the W1 tld.n measure; low dogmatic individuals who scored more
centrally on the Rokeach measure did the same on the Witkin
measure. Correlations between these treasures for the other
groups were not significant.
How this relationship between these two dimen1ions
in this open-global group affected the functioning or the group
was imnossible to assess.

It seems evident, however, that in

those individuals in whom the extremes or these two dimensions
were round, each characteristic may be affected and manifest
itself differently than in the other subgroups.
Regarding the relationship of anxiety to the subgroups
under discussion,

t~e

results supported previous .findings that

closed minded individuals were significantly more anxious than
open minded individuals.
of anxiety.

This was consistent in all four tests

The finding that the sexes did not differ in anxiety

no
supported the hypothesis or this study and contributed to
previous research in which anxiety failed to distinguish the
sexes on the basis of sex designation alone.
As discussed earlier anxiety baa been found to characterize the global individual but in the present study no such
finding emerged.

The relationship of anxiety to the Witkin

measure is a complex one and the present study adds to the
complexity.

An important consideration !or further investiga-

tion is the difference in correlational data between males and
females.

For exaJnple, among analytical females, anxiety is

negatively correlated with analytical scores vhereu amol"lg
analytical males anxiety is positively correlated with anxiety
scores.

It sefll!s increasingly clear that general findings

regarding the global-analytical construct cannot be applied
indiscriminately to both males and females and that more research
needs to be done among women in this area.
The results of the analysis of the masculinity-

femininity data served to con.f:f.rm the .findings o.f previous
research.

Besides the obvious difference between the sexes on

this measure 1 both global and closed individuals scored more
"feminine" than their counterparts.

Since Gough's M-F Inventorr

is based on stereotyped interest and behavior patterns in men
and women, this data is provocative regarding the interest

lll
patterns and developmental historr particularly of closed and
global individuala of both sexes.
In conclusion, the results of this study raised the
question or the infiuence of intellectual ability on both W1 tkin
and Rokeach measures of personal! ty functioning while at the same

time offering some support for the contention that these measures
assessed aspects of personal functioning other than intellectual.
The finding that closed individuals performed more
efficiently than open ind1vidual.s was discussed w1thin the fraJnework of Rokeach•s scoring system and the description of the cloeed
individuals in this study was changed to "central" on the dogmatism
dimension.
As predicted no differences between the eexes occurred

in ei tber problem sol~.ring activity or anxiety.

There were complex

interrelationships with other variables which differentiated the
sexes and supported -the belief that the two personality dimensiona
under investigation operate differently within the sexes.

SUMMARY

This ilmtstigation explored differences in the problem solving
activity of subjects selected on the basis of two personal.i.ty characteristics:

global-analytical functioning and open-closednesa.

The study was

based pr1marU.y on the theoretical and empirical investigations of W1 tld.n
and Rokeach.

The aubjecta were 200 male and female college students aelected

on the basis of scores in the upper or lower third on both the 'l!)tbedded
Figures Teat and the Dop.atim Scale.
sex were formed:

The following tour groupe of each

low dopatilllll-globalJ low dogmatism-analytical; high

dogaatism-globsl.J high dogmatism-analytical.

The subjects worked a

series of six problems devised by Rimoldi w1 th a set logical structure
which could be scored by various methods in terms of process.
'l'be results showed more efficient problem-solving activity among

analytical and closed-minded subjects while at the same time revealing

complex relationships of intellectuAl ability to the dimensions of personality under investigation.

The more efficient problem solving activity

of the closed-.minded subjects was reanalyzed within the framework of
Rokeach's definition of open-olosedness. Although the male subjects were
superior to the female subjects in intellectual ab1l1 ty, there were no
sex differences in problem solving. A reappraisal of the relationship
between the two constructs under investigation was suggested.

U2
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APPENDIX I
EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST
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Form

K~JETQ3

673530

HIDDEN FIGURES

In this test you are to determine which one of five simple figures, the patterns lettered
A. B.
D. and Eat the top of each page, is contained in each of the more complex problem
figures. There is only one lettered pattern in each problem figure. The pattern wtll
always be right side up and will be the exact size and shape of one of the lettered patterns
at the top of the page. Try sample problems I and II; then check your answers with the
figures tn the box below.

c.

B

A

1

c

0

E

n

The figures below illustrate how the patterns are included in the problem figures.
Pattern A Is contained in the first problem and pattern Din the second.

I

n

There are 16 problem figures in each section of this test and you will have 10 minutes
for each section. Work as carefully and as quickly as you can. When you are given the
signal, turn the page and begin working on the first section. Mark your answers on the
answer sheet.
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VVV~b
A

L

4.

B

C

0

E

2.

5.

6.
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<?.VGLJb
A

B

C

0

E

'

7.

10.

8.

tl.

9.

12.
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<?V0~b
A

B

C

0

E

)

15.

14.

15.

16.

STOP
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Part 2 ( 10 minutes)

A

c

B

0

E

7.

18.

19.

o.

21.

22.

25•

..J.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE
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Part 2 (continued)

A

c

B

0

28.

27.

29.

!I.

E

!0.

31.

DO NOT' GO BACK TO PART 1, AND
DO NOT GO ON TO ANY OTHER TEST tm'l'IL ASKED TO DO SO.
STOP.

APPENDIX II
ROJCF.ACH DOGMATISM SCALE

The following is a study of what the general public thinks and

feels about a number of important social and personal queationa.
The best answer to each statement below is your personal opinion.
We have tried to cover many different and opposing points ot view J
you may find yourself agreeing strongly with some of the statements,
disagreeing just as strongly with others, and perhaps uncfl!rtain
about others; whether you agree or disagree with any statement,
you can be sure that many people feel the same as you do.
Mark each statement on the answer sheet accord.ing to how much you

agree or disagree with it. Make an X through +1, +2, +3, or -1,
-2, -3, depending on how you feel in each ease.
+1:

I agree a little

+2:

I agree on the whole
I agree very much

+ 3:

-1:
-2:
-.3:

! disagree a little
I disagree on the whole
! disagree very much

-- -- - --- -- - - -- --- - -- - ---- -- - -~

~

~

l.

The United States and Russia have just about nothing in common.

2.

The highest :form ot govermnent is a democracy and the highest
:form of democracy is the government run by those who are most
intelligent.

3. Even though freedom of speech for all groups is a worthwhile
goal, it is unfortunately necessary to restrict the freedom
of certain poll tical groups.

4. It

is only natural that a person would have a much better
acquaintance w1 th ideas he believes in than w1 th ideas he
opposes.

$. Man on his own is a helpless and miserable creature •
l29
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6. Fundamentally, the world we live in is a pretty lonesome place.

1. Most people just don't give a damn for others.
B.

I'd like it it' I could find someone who would tell me how to
solve my personal problems.

9.

It is only natural for a person to be rather fearful of the
future.

10. There is

80

much to be done and

80

little time to do it in.

11. Once I get wound up in a heated discussion I just can't stop.
12. In a discussion I often find it necessary to repeat myself to
make sure I am being understood.
13.

In a heated discussion I generally become so absorbed in what
I am going to say that I forget to listen to what the others
are saying.

l.h. It is better to

be a dead hero than to be a live coward.

lS. While I don't like to admit this even to myself, my secret
ambition is to become a great man, like Einstein, or Beethoven,
or Shakespeare.

16. The main thing in life is for a person to want to do something
important.
17.

It given a chance I would do scmtething of great benefit to the
world.

18.

In the history of mankind there have probably been justa
handful of really great thinkers.

19. There are a munber of people I have come to hate because of the
things they stand for.
20.

A man who does not believe in scmte great cause has not reallr
lived.

21.

It is only when a person devotes hillselt to an ideal or cause
that life becomes meaningful.
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22.

Ot all the different philosophies which exist in this world
there is probably only one which is correct.

2).

A person who gets enthusiastic about too many causes is likely
to be a pretty "wishy-washy" sort of person.

24. To compromise

w1 th our political opponents is dangerous because

it usua.l.ly leads to the betrayal ot our own side.

2S. When it comes to differences ot opinion in religion we must

be

careful not to compromise with those who believe differentlJ
from the way we do.

26. In times like these, a person must be pretty selfish if he
considers prima.ri.lJ his own happiness.

27. The worst criJne a person could commit is to attack publicly
the people who believe in the same thing he does.

28. In times like these it is otten necessary to be more on guard
against ideas put out by people or groups in one •s own camp
than by those in the opposing camp.

29. A group which tolerates too much difference of opinion among
its own members cannot exist for long.
)0.

There are two kinds of people in this worldJ those who are
for the truth and those who are against the truth.

31. M7 blood boils whenever a person stubbornly refuses

to admit

he's wrong.

32.

A person who thinka primarily of his own happiness is beneath

contemp\.

33. Most of the ideas which get printed nowadays aren't worth the
paper they are printed on.

34. In this complicated world of ours the only way we can know
what 1 s going on is to rely on leaders or experts who can be
trusted.

35.

It is often desirable to reserve judgment about what's going
on until one has had a chance to hear the opinions of those
one respects.
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36. In the long run the best way to live is to pick friends and
associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same as one •s own.

37. The present is all too often full of unhapriness.

It is only

the future that counts.

38. If a man is to accomplish his mission in life it is sometimes
necessary to gamble "all or nothing at all."

39. Unfortunately • a good many people with whom I have discussed
important social and moral problems don •t really understand
what' a going on.

40. Most people just don't

know what's good for them.
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APPENDIX V

ProbJ.em 31 A

Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers
At Spencer High School the annual tall dance is about to
be held. A dance cOIIIIIittee has been selecwd to make the necessary
arrangements.

Both boys and girls are on the committee.

A part or

the committee is to take care of the refreshments for the evening
and another part will look after the sale of the tickets for the

dance.

The list of the girls on the dance ccmmittee involved in

the sale of tickets has been lost.

From the other information

available, which you will find in the questions, your object is to
discover the number of girls involved in the sale of tickets.
Questions

Answers

1.

Is Spencer High School the only coeducational school in the city?

1.

No.

2.

How many boys attend Spencer High?

2.

240 boys attend
Spencer High.

3. How m8Jl7 boys are on the dance committee?).

4. Are there more girls than boys at this

10.

4. Yes.

school?

5. How many students on the dance commi ttee are assigned to SJPPl:rtnl the
refreshments?

13$

S. 14.
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6. What is the total number of students
on the fall dance committee?

6.

7. How much time would the committee as

7. 275 hours.

a whole spend in preparation for the
dance?

a.

How much time would the average cammittee member contribuve?

9. How man;y boys on the committee are

25.

8. 11 hours.
9. 6 boys.

invo1ved in the sale of tickets?
10.

How marJ7 girls are on the refreshment part of the dance committee?

Solution:

S girls

10. 10 girls.

.APPENDIX VI
Problem 31 B

InatrucUons and Corresponding Questions and A.nlnrere
We have a certain number of objects, M, a part of which, for
lack of a better name, will be called c•s. The c•s are composed
of B 1 s and G•s.

No B is a G and vice versa.

are R1 s and some others are T 1 s.

Some of the c•s also

No R is a T and vice versa.

many G1 s are also T 1 s?

Questions

Answers

1.

Are there C1 s that are not B 1 s and G's?

1.

No.

2.

How many B's are C1 s?

2.

30.

3.

How many B's are M1 s?

3. 120.

4.

How many c•s are R 1 s?

4. 35.

5.

Are there more G's than B's among the M•s?

5.

Yes.

6. What is the value of k times the c•s?

6.

550.

7. What is the total nUlllber of c• s?

1.

5o.

B.

How many B's that are C's are also T1 s?

8. 10.

9. How many G's that are C1 s are also R1 s?

9. 15.

10. What is the value of k?

10. 11.

Solution:
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5 G•s.

How

APPENDIX VII
Problem 3) A
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers
A college choral group is composed of freshmen, sophomores,
and juniors.

The chorus has three voices or parts which are high,

medium, and low.

The questions and answers below give vital in-

formation concerning the group.

From these facts you are to find

the number of juniors singing the middle or medium part.
Questions

Answers

1. How many juniors are in this college?

1. 1567.

2.

How many freshmen are in the chorus?

2.

).

How many sophomores are in the middle voice?

3· 10.

4.

How many chorus members are there?

4. 76.

'·

How many girls are 1n the chorus?

'·

6. How many sophomores are

in the chorus?

2).

45.

6. 28.

7. How many juniors sir.g the high voice?

7. 7

8. How many freshmen are in this college?

8. 1848.

9. How many freshmen sing the high voice?

9.

e.

10. How many lo\'1 voice members •n·e there?

10.

28.

11.

ll.

9.

How many sophomores sing t.hP. high part?
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12.

~ow

ll8lV pianos does the chorus have?

12. 3.

1). How many frFishl!'l.en sing the low part?

13. 9.

14.

14. 24.

How many chorus members sing the high voice?

1$. How many juniors are in the low voice
section?

1$. 10.

16. How many freshmen aing the middle voice?

16. 6.

17. How

manr

•ophamores sing the low part?

Solution: 8 juniors

17. 9.

APPENDIX VIII

Problem JS B
Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers
T objects .are composed of M, ll, and P types.

Each o£ these

latter three types may or :may not also be Q's, R's anc:l s•s. From
the questions and answers you

c~~ disc~ver

the various relation-

ships of these objects. Make use of this available information to
determine how many T objects are lJ's and also s•s.
Questions

Answers

1.

HOli many 5 's are A's?

l.

350.

2.

How many Q1 s are there among the T's?

2.

19.

).

How

.3.

43.

l!.

B.

'·

6).

many

G' s are there among the T's?

4. How many R's are also n•s?
5. Whet '!.s the total nmnber of
6. How

many

T objects?

P's are there among t.he '1'' s?

7. How many R's are there nmong the T 's?

B. Holt mnn7 Q's are also M's?
9.

6.

7. 24.
•

How many R's are also Ws?

21.

5.

9. 10.

10. now meny 3's are also M's?

10.

2.

11. Haw many Q's are A's?

11.

400.

140

12. How many R's are

P 1 s?

12. 6.

13. How many Q'e are also lPs?

13. 3.

How many s•s are also P's?

14. 4.

llt.

15. How many

M' s

als~

are among the T•s?

15. 17.

16. How many Q's are also P1 s?

16. 11.

17. How many N's

17. 2.

av~ng

Solution:

the A's?

14 T objects are N's and al.so S'v.

APPENDIX IX

Problem

uO

Instructions and Corresponding Questions and Answers
This figure is composed of 20 areas.

One

ot the areas

has

been selected •. Your task is to discover the selected area.
may discover this area by using 8Jl1 of the questions you like

You

to

arrive at the answer.
Proceed b;y reading over all the questions.

Decide the first

question you would like to have answered and write its number on
the page provided.

Then, read the answer on the back or the card.

After having read the answer, decide on the next question you would
like to have answered. Write down its number and read the answer.
When you are satisfied that you have arrived at the answer, stop

asking questions, and write down your answer.

Remember, you ma7

ask as man7 questions aa you need to find the correct area, but
do not ask more gpestions than you need.
Questions

Answers

1.

Is the value of the area divisible by 10?

1. No.

2.

Is the value.of the area divisible by 2?

2. No.

3. Is the value of the area divisible by
both 2 and .3?

142

143

4.

Ia the value o£ the area divisible by

$. Is the value of the area divisible

4?

by 9?

5.

No.

6. No.

6. Ia the value o£ t.h.e area di'Visible by
both 2 and

4. No.

4?

by

3?

7. No.

e.

Is the value of the area divisible by

6?

B. No.

9.

Is the value of the area divisible by

5?

9. No.

10. Is the value of the area divisible by 7?

10. No.

7. Is the value of the area divisible

Solutions ll

Problem 40

l

20

I
2$

r

I

9

4

I
I
J

--

2

ss

!

!

8

-·

!

21

10

I

39

--

l

I
11

33

I
16

!

12

27

I
i

l

I'

6

I
i

I

3$

I

1·-

I

I

I

-~

14

18

I

I
I
!

APPENDIX X
Probl•

h2

Instructions and Correspondinc Questions aDd A.Dners
This figure is composed ot

24 areas.

The numbers in the

areas are merely for the purpose of identifying a particular area
and have no bearing on the solutions of the problem whatsoever.
One of the areas has been selected.
the selected area.

Your task is to discover

You may discover this area by using any of the

questions you like to arrive at the answer.
Proceed by reading over all the questions.

Decide the first

question you would like to have answered and write its number on
the page provided.

Then, read the answer on the back of the card.

After having read the answer, decide on the next questions you would
like to have answered. Write down its number and read the answer.
'.Jh.en you are satisfied that you have arrived at the answer, stop
asking questions, and write down your answer.

Remember, you may

ask as many questions as you need to find the con-ect area, but

do not ask more questions than you

nee~.

Questions

Answers

1. Is it above the unbroken curve line?

1.

2.

2. No.

Does it have 2 curved lines as borders?

No.

3. I a 1 t to
O\lr't'8

4.

s.

the right of the vertical

line?

3. Yea.

Does it have 2 continuous straight
linea and 2 broken linea as borders?

4.

Does it have 2 broken straight line
borden?

). Ho.

No.

6. Does it

have any combinations of 2
broken and 2 curved aides?

6. No.

7. Is it below the dotted curve line t

7. No.

8. Does it

e.

No.

9. Does it have a broken OUJ"Yed liDe as
a border?

'·

Mo.

have 3 continuous straight
lines and 1 broken straight line as
borders?

10. Does it have at least 1 continuous
straight line and 2 continuous curved
linea as borders?

Solutiona

2)

10. No.

\

1

2
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